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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

The National Social Security System Law (Undang-undang Sistem Jaminan Sosial Nasional (SJSN)) No.40/2004 
has been officially ratified since 2004, but in its implementation not one set of law and regulation has been 
created to form the basis for the development of social security. To prepare for the framework of developing 
social security in the future, it is essential firstly to identify the division of various groups existing in society which 
later will be included in the national system of social security. Until this day social security that is available in 
Indonesia is very limited in its scope, given only to a very small part of the population of Indonesia. Those that 
represent less than 20% of the population that at present time are reached by the programs are: civil servants 
and staffs of some State-Owned Companies (BUMN) and universities, member of the Indonesian National Army 
and Police and some staffs of the civil defense and a group of employee of private companies (from private 
companies who have staffs and wages above the fixed standard). While other population especially those who 
work in small enterprises, entrepreneurs in the informal economic sectors and unemployed and the elderly will 
depend on individual insurances or support from close or distant relatives or the local people. 

In order to broaden and guarantee that the SJSN cover the whole population without exception, groups of 
population that exist in society must be identified and at the same time their characteristics differentiated. For 
example, more specifically, how the population that live in the informal sector can be included in this program, 
whereby this population group is very varied and need more further defining. 

In this paper the informal sector group will be examined more thoroughly and how they can be included in the 
scope of social security program especially of health security. As stated in the SJSN Law, the benefit of social 
security must be enjoyed by the Indonesian population as a whole. In fact, this population group cannot be 
considered as that they do not get any social protection programs. Various social assistance program, cash 
assistance and social insurance have been given to the poor but often the program can not reach the target 
because of various problems such as cost that must be paid by applicants of the assistance. In the end, the poor 
must still depend on assistance from those in their surrounding. It is hoped that the existence of SJSN can mend 
the situation that often occur among the poor. 

It is stated in the SJSN Law that for incapable members the premium will be paid by the government. This means 
that if an informal worker, a self-employed worker or an employee is said to be incapable, then the government is 
obligated to pay the premium. On the other hand, it seems an informal worker that is incapable must wait to be 
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included in the scheme. In fact the implementation of the SJSN must be done step by step whereby its scope is 
expected to become more widespread until all the population can obtain social security including health security. 
This means that, later on, all workers in all sectors in the cities or villages including the informal sector (and 
foreign workers) must be included in the national social security system. There is no explanation on how and 
when the workers in the informal economy will be included, and how their contribution must be paid to the board 
of implementer. 

The government has not yet defines explicitly the amount of premium and the method of payment. Workers of 
the formal sectors will be obligated to pay the premium in accordance with their income. For those who work, 
premium will be paid collectively by the employee and employer (included the government as employer of the 
civil servants and members of the armed forces and police). But the law does not indicate the relative 
contribution of each party. Especially those involving workers in the informal economy which definition need more 
determining. All of this needs set of laws and implementing regulations as the definition of the SJSN Law, which 
can be used as base to various parties to begin implementing the Law. In the effort of helping the government to 
develop regulations on the implementation of the Law this paper is trying to examine more deeply on those that 
are involved in the informal economy practice and how they can obtain health maintenance security. 

 
1.2. STUDY OBJECTIVES  
1. General Objectives 

The general purpose of this study is to examine more deeply and comprehensively the informal sector in 
Indonesia with the final objective as to prepare inputs for the process of composing government regulation  
and presidential regulation concerning chapter 5 of the Law no. 40 Year 2004 (on membership and 
contribution). 

2. Special Objectives 

The general objective stated above can be further elaborated into several specific objectives, mainly: 
a. To examine regulations that is still valid on social security system or specific health insurance program 

for informal economy and self-employed worker. 
b. To critically examine the definitions of informal sector that is in use and identify and explain subgroups 

that are in it. 
c. To identify social security system and health security program for the informal sector group of people. 
d. To analyze the mechanisms of disease handling and health service for the informal sector people.  
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e. To identify choices, designs and early strategies for the broadening of the membership of social security 
system or social health security to the informal sector (as input for the implementation of the regulations 
from the No. 40 Law of 2004). 

 
1.3. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY.  
1. Study design 

A combination of qualitative and quantitative method is employed in this study. In order to reach the 
objectives of this study to the utmost, keeping in mind the various problems that exist, this study will conduct 
several data collecting methods: 
a. Literature study: by conducting in depth literature study it is expected ample information on various 

social security regulations, health insurance program and informal sector can be obtained. 
b. Field study: the most reliable information can be obtained directly from the field although the result is not 

intended to be generalized at the national level.  In the field, in depth interviews with key informants will 
be conducted as well as focus group discussions. 

c. Secondary data analysis: secondary data as result of national survey that can describe the situation in 
the national level will be analyzed. This secondary data analysis result is expected can complement the 
result of analysis from literature study and field study.  

2. Field Study Respondent 

In order to obtain direct information from the source that is needed in this study, several sources are 
determined to be interviewed directly. Among of these are from government offices that are in the central 
level such as : the Vice President Secretariat (Setwapres), the office of Coordination Ministry of People 
Welfare (Menkokesra), the Department of Labor and Transmigration, the Department of Health, the 
Department of Social Affair, the Central Statistic Body (BPS) and the National Development Planning Body 
(Bappenas). 

At the regional level: provincial level government, district to villages level government that covers offices of 
Labor and Transmigration, Health, Social, Industry and Commerce, and Agricultural. 

Other institutions: the office of PT Jamsostek (central and province): PT Askes, Association or 
Communication Forum of informal workers and farming laborers: Markets (traders and market officers) and 
informal workers. For more detailed information see the list of informants that were interviewed in the 
attachment of this report. 
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3. Location of Field Study 

The field study with its objectives of collecting information directly from sources is conducted in 2 provinces: 
DKI Jakarta and Central Java (the city of Semarang, District of Purbalingga and District of Klaten).  

4. Secondary Data  

In order to further complement and strengthen the analysis of this study, data from the Susenas 2004 
collected by the BPS (the Indonesian Central Statistics Body) will be analyzed too. This national data is very 
useful to describe the situation at the national level on the problem analyzed. 
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CHAPTER II 
RESULT OF LITERATURE STUDY 

 

2.1. DEFINITION OF INFORMAL SECTOR 

In its development the informal sector or informal economy have gone through several changes in 
concept/understanding in accordance with the condition at the time. For different countries/areas, also for 
different institution/offices in certain area, the term of informal sector can be different too. Several definition of the 
informal sector that is used by various institutions is among other: 

1. ILO  (International Labor Organization) 

The ILO has stated that the term “informal sector” that is used widely probably can be misleading and it 
suggested alternative term. This is connected with the reality that at the present time households and even 
individuals can be involved in formal and informal sectors jobs at the same time. The ILO more often applies 
the term “informal economy” than “informal sector” because “informal economy” is more appropriate to 
describe integrated approach in describing informality (House, 2003). ILO’s view: 

“The informal economy consists of marginalized economic units and workers who have these 

characteristics: experience severe deficit in terms of decent employment, deficit in labor standard, deficit in 

productivity and quality of work, deficit in social protection and deficit in terms of organization and voice 

representative. Reducing the informal economy’s deficits will promote a move toward recognized, protected 

and therefore, formal activities within the economic mainstream and regulatory framework” (ILO, 2002).  

Although there is no special consensus on the definition of informal sector, the term informal sector is often 
connected with the dichotomy of formal-informal. ILO (1972) identified at least seven characteristics that 
differentiate the two sectors: 
a. easy to entry 
b. ease to get basic raw material 
c. nature of ownership 
d. scale of activities 
e. use of labor and technology 
f. skill demand 
g. Deregulation and market competition. 
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2. Other Institution 

a. Becker (2004) from SIDA (funding aid from Sweden) who studied informal economy with reference from 
several African, Asian and Latin American countries, stated that in general informal economy is part of 
market economy that has no regulation  and informal, that produce goods and service to be sold or to 
obtain other income. Therefore the term informal economy refer to all economic activities that are 
conducted by workers and economic units, both in regulation and in practice, that are  not protected or 
not enough protected by formal rules. 

Furthermore, it is stated that for the most part, informal economy has the characteristics of: 
1) Low requirements in terms of capital and professional qualifications to get into the sector 
2) Operating in small scale 
3) The needed skill is obtained generally from outside formal schooling 
4) The method of production and technology used is that of “labor intensive” 

Traditionally informal economy often is related to negative aspects such as employing workers that are 
not reported, the intention of evading tax, enterprises that do not follow rules, illegal and criminal 
activities. But in fact informal economic activities have provided goods and services that the production 
and distribution thereof are legal. In addition, informal economic activities do not always mean not 
paying taxes intentionally or not contributing for social security, or violate labor regulations or other 
regulations. 

Furthermore Becker stated that the definition of informal economy can be categorized into several 
groups because of its heterogenic nature: 

1) Definition based on activities (economic unit or company unit) 
This definition is the most traditional definition among other definition. Informal enterprise has the 
characteristics: seldom follow rules that applied to them such as on application, paying taxes, job 
condition and license to operate. Informal companies are not only those that employ workers but 
also those that are owned and run by someone that work as self-employed worker. Therefore 
independent street vendors, taxi drivers and workers working in households that are paid according 
to the amount they produce, all considered as enterprising units. The owner of the business usually 
prepares the financial need and risks by their selves. They also seldom have accounting system. 

2) Definition based on labor category 
Informal labors are all type of jobs that produce income, both self-employed and salaried job that 
are not recognized, regulated or protected by existing law and regulations. This includes also jobs 
that do not give salary in companies that produce income. 
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Informal economy can be described through categories of types of jobs: 
a) Self employed, such as own account worker, head of family enterprise and unpaid family 

worker. 
b) Waged worker such as worker in informal company, temporary worker without definite 

employer, worker in households, waged housekeeper, temporary and part time worker and 
unlisted worker. 

c) Employer such as owner of companies and owner who run informal enterprises. 

3) Definition based on the location of the informal economy actor 

This definition is based on the description of the location where the informal worker works. The 
categories are: 
a) Home based workers: 

i. Non-independent home based workers:  
 Working at home outside the company that buy their products 
 Under prior agreement, agreeing to supply goods or services to certain companies 
 Derive income through payment of what is produced and sold 
 Not employing workers regularly 

ii. Independent home based workers are those that work at home and supply their products 
and services to prospective buyers. Their characteristics are self-employed workers and 
have the nature of account workers.  

b) Street peddler and sidewalk vendors 
c) Temporary or seasonal workers at the proximity of ongoing projects of construction of street 
d) Those that work between homes and streets, such as scavengers 

b. International Conference of Labor Statisticians (ICLS) in 1993 defines informal economy based on 
production unit: business unit that is involved in the production of goods and service with the main 
purpose of creating employment and income for those involved. Labor relation, when it is exist, mostly 
based on temporary job, kinship or social or personal ties and not based on predetermined contract 
agreement with formal guarantee. 

Furthermore this concept also differentiates between two sub-categories from informal economy: 
1) Family enterprise, consisting of self-employed, family worker, internship workers and those that do 

not have permanent worker. 
2) Small companies consist of business units with worker numbering less than 5 to 10 people and not 

listed as companies. 
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c. Canagarajah and Sethuraman (2001) from The Human Development Network, The World Bank, stated 
that informal economy consist of all economic activities that are outside the formal institutional 
framework. Consequently the government has only small control over the quality of labor. Even, in fact 
the government often has no statistic data of this group.  

Furthermore it is stated that there are various reasons why these activities fail to follow the formal 
institutional framework. The majority of informal enterprises that are involved in production and 
distribution tend to work in very small scale where those that establish those enterprises are shallow in 
education and skill and have only little resources in physical investment such as factories and 
equipment and machines. It seems it is not accurate to state that formal institutions are the most 
responsible for the existence of informal sector. Beside government regulations, custom laws that exist 
in society have also contributes to the emergence of informal sector and restrict small enterprises to 
become formal institution. In certain countries the same type of law regulate land allocation, regulate 
inheritance and family heir and rights over buildings. In Zaire for example, women have to get 
permission and signature of their husbands to open a bank account. This restricts the informal 
enterprise that many are managed by women to become a formal enterprise. It can be said that informal 
economy is formed as a result of the existence of both formal and informal restrictions. 

d. Chen and friends (2004) from The Commonwealth stated that the changes in the perspective on 
informal sector are the result of the change in the environment of the informal sector.  
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Table 1. Old and New Perspectives on Informal Sector 

Old Perspectives New Perspectives 

Informal sector is traditional sector that will vanish  
along with the emergence of  growth and modern 
industry 

Informal sector will still exist and grow 
together along with the more modern 
industry 

Low productivity Informal sector is the provider of 
employment opportunity and producer of 
goods and service for low income people. 
Contribution to the GDP is also  large 
enough 

Its existence separated  with formal sector There is connection with the formal sector. 
They produce, trade, distribute  service for 
the formal sector 

As receptor of surplus workforce Most informal sector that emerged lately is 
caused by the decrease of job opportunity in 
the formal sector  or because of  change 
from formal to informal 

Generally consist of street vendor and small scale 
producer 

Consist of broad type of jobs, from casual 
worker in the construction sector and 
agriculture and temporary and part time 
worker and home based worker in hi-tech 

Generally are entrepreneurs that manage illegal and 
unlisted enterprises because of regulation and tax 
evasion 

Consist of non standard worker with wage, 
entrepreneur and self-employed who 
produce legal goods and services. Most of 
them comply with efforts to ease application 
and pay transaction cost and follow 
regulation; non standard worker also agree 
to comply with workers right and more stable 
jobs. 

In general consist of  survival activities  so that it is 
not necessary included in economic policy 

Also cover stable and dynamic businesses. 
Informal workers are not only those works 
alone but also include those that receive 
wage. All type of informal jobs is influenced 
by existing economic policy. 

 

e. Listing of concepts of informal sector is done by Blunch and friends from the unit of social protection 
The World Bank (2001). Informal sector as a concept was first introduced by Hart in 1971 as an 
‘unorganized sector’. Then in 1995 Kabra added that the concept included production units that are 
small in size including handicraft that is domestic in nature and unorganized that is also included in the 
non-monetary sector of the economy. Bromley (1978) stated that the sector is the impact of the 
existence of the concept of dual economy where the manufacture sector (modern sector) emerged and 
grow with the absorbance of workforce from the farming sector (traditional sector) because the 
manufacturing sector’s production process is more efficient. Furthermore the dual economy concept 
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(modern-traditional dichotomy) examines more the difference of the sectors in terms of technology used 
and lately in terms of organization. Example in literature is what is written by Geertz (1963) about the 
informal sector in Indonesia. 

3. Other countries 

a. Unni and Rani (2002) who conducted research in Gujarat (India) with funding from the ILO stated that 
informal job opportunity becoming a receptor for marginalized group of the population as a strategy for 
survival. Job opportunity in this informal sector is not homogeny in nature but consist of several 
categories such as self-employed workers, laborer with wage, workers working at homes that are paid 
according to the amount produced and organized informal job activities organized by workers.  

b. In Kenya, through a research conducted by the ILO in 1972, it can be seen that at that time the 
traditional sector that consist of small trader, small producers, and various temporary jobs,  not only 
hard to handle but even also broadened  into profitable and efficient enterprises beside being also 
marginalized activities. (Chen et.al. 2004). For this purpose the term informal sector is used instead of 
the traditional sector.  

c. Jhabvala (national coordinator SEWA in India) and Sinha in their article titled “Social Protection for 
Women Workers in the Informal Economy” (2006) stated that women in the informal economy do not 
have easy access to new existing work opportunities because they do not have the required skill. 
Access to the job market is almost non-existing, especially for those poor women workers who work at 
home and self-employed. Furthermore it is said that in some sub-African Sahara countries all women 
workers in the non-farming sector work in informal jobs. For example, in Benin, Chad and Mali informal 
workers consist of more than 95 percent of women workers outside farming. In India and Indonesia, 
informal jobs consist of 9 out of ten women workers outside farming. In 10 South American countries 
and in 4 East Asian countries where data is available, half or more than half women workers outside 
farming work in informal sector. 

4. In Indonesia 

The Indonesian Central Body of Statistics (Badan Pusat Statistik Indonesia = BPS) has been using the 
definition of informal sector based on category of employment status of the workers. Employment status is 
the position of someone in carrying out his work in company unit/activity. Since 2001 the BPS differentiate 
work status into 7 categories that is:  
a. Own-account worker 
b. Self-employed assisted by temporary worker or unpaid worker 
c. Employer with permanent worker or waged worker 
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d. Employee/ worker/staff 
e. Casual worker in agriculture 
f. Casual worker not in agriculture 
g. Unpaid worker 

Categories e and f that developed started in the 2001 publication, in the year 2000 and before were 
categorized as included in d and a (point e was included in d and f included in a). Among so many work 
status categories, only 2 categories can be considered as working in formal sector, those that have the 
status as employer (point c in the above category) and those in the category of employee/worker (point d in 
the above category). The rest are those that belong to the informal sector, namely those that are own-
account worker, self-employed assisted by temporary worker/unpaid worker, casual worker in agriculture, 
casual worker not in agriculture and unpaid worker (including family worker).  

In the next table which is a result of an analysis of the Susenas 2004 data in accordance with the definition 
that is in use, those that belong to the formal sector workers numbered around 33,4 percent, that is those 
who work as worker/staff/employee and those who is employer with permanent worker /waged worker. 
Therefore workers in the informal sector in Indonesia numbered 66,6 percent. 

 

Table 2. Status/Position in Main Job in the Workforce Aged 10 and Above in  Indonesia in 2004 

Status in Worker’s Main Job Total Percentage 

Own-account worker 20.761.860 22,7 

Self-employed assisted by temporary worker 16.258.358 17,8 

Employer with permanent worker 3.064.267 3,3 

Employee/worker/staff 27.605.546 30,1 

Casual worker in agriculture 5.246.524 5,7 

Casual worker not in agriculture 3.075.100 3,4 

Unpaid worker 15.583.601 17.0 

Total 91.595.256 100.0 

Source: BPS, 2004. 
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Angelini and Hirose from the ILO Office in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, in their article “Extension of Social 
Security Coverage for the Informal Economy in Indonesia, Surveys in the Urban and Rural Informal 
Economy” (2004) stated that in Indonesia, a string of stakeholders in the government influence the informal 
sector. From the list it can be seen how complicated things are when intending to correct the problem of 
social protection including health security for the informal sector. 

 

Table 3. Stakeholders in the Government for the Informal Economy 

No. Institution Role 
1 Department of Cooperatives and 

Small and Medium Enterprise 
To promote and support the development of cooperatives. 

2 State Department of the 
Empowerment of Women 

To upgrade the role and social protection  for women worker 

3 Department of Finance Supervise and regulate micro funding scheme 
4 Department of Labor and 

Transmigration 
To promote  and support the creation of employment and 
work standard in the informal economy 

5 Department of Industry and 
Commerce 

To upgrade  company quality and output in the informal 
economy 

6 Department of Agriculture To support the development of agriculture techniques and 
infrastructure 

7 Department of Regional 
Infrastructure 

To upgrade the development of infrastructure to help local 
community 

8 Provincial Government To administer national and local program representing 
national department 

9 District government To administer local program on informal sector 
10 Department of Social Affairs To develop  program in helping  the poor to become self-

sufficient 
11 Department of Health Service and promote health  in micro insurance scheme 
12 Bappenas (National Development 

Planning Body)  
To coordinate national and international activities to develop 
opportunities in the informal economy 

13 Coordinating Ministry of People’s 
Welfare 

Strive to compose national policy on eradication of poverty 

 

According to URDI (Urban and Regional Development Institute) informal sector is a safety valve that has 
proven capable of absorbing a large number of workforces that are not absorbed in the formal sector (URDI 
2003). In the cities, informal sector create employment mainly for the poor. By getting involved in the 
informal sector, this group can meet their daily needs so they can survive in time of crisis. Statistics number 
show urban informal sector (the place where the poor are concentrated) reached 39.3 percent in 1997 but in 
2001 increased to 42.2 percent. Unfortunately there are still the views that belittle the meaning of informal 
economy mainly in big cities that can have an impact on the continuing marginalization of workers in the 
informal sector. It seems this view is still embedded in the mind of the government apparatus and this 
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problem still needs time and effort to be changed into a mindset that supports informal sector activities. 
Therefore a common understanding on the importance of the role of the informal sector for the economy 
must be constructed among stakeholders.  

 

2.2. SOCIAL AND HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM 

In their article on social security for the informal sector, Canagarajah and Sethuraman (2001) stated the ILO’s 
approach on this matter. According to the ILO No. 102 convention in 1952 on social security, social security is 
defined as security provided by society: 
1. To replace loss of income as a result of several conditions such as illness, giving birth, work accident, 

unemployment, disability, old age, and the death of the breadwinner. 
2. To provide health services for society  
3. To provide allowance for families with small children. 

The social security mechanism created by the ILO consists of two categories:  
1. A scheme that is intended to maintain the capacity of workers income during his career.  
2. A scheme that provides income security for the worker and his family at post work period thereby prevents 

him from falling into the poverty abyss. 

The scheme that is intended to maintain capacity of income in general consist of health service, social security 
during a period of disability, pregnancy protection for women workers and unemployment insurance. While the 
scheme that intended to maintain worker’s living standard and his family during post working period are among 
other the retirement scheme and social insurance. 

While Unni and Rani (2002) differentiate between economic security and basic security as framework for social 
protection. Social protection covers basic rights such as income, food, health, education and housing referring to 
human basic rights. While economic rights such as having job that produce income and the existence of labor 
standard that benefit worker. Therefore basic right is based on population and has universal values while 
economic rights based on employment. The connection is clearly seen. 

1. Basic security 

Main focus in the period of 1990’s is globalization and the increase of informalization of the workforce that 
have a negative impact on society especially the poor. This matter has caused the state to abandon the 
various aspects of providing goods and services. As a result the market mechanism was more relied upon. 
Access to basic service such as food, housing, education and skill building will be influenced by this. The 
next implication, household income and income distribution based on gender would change as well. 
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2. Economic security 

World globalization has changed the structure of labor that is more similar among countries from time to 
time. In the last two decades in some developing countries the proportion of self-employment in the 
workforce has increased. This happened because of several things such as the decrease of opportunity to 
work with fixed salary and the increase of the tendency of companies and the public sector to buy service 
than to employ people. The majority of jobs that were available were small companies that consist of self-
employed in the informal sector up to the production unit that was a little complicated that employed several 
workers with wages. Several of these jobs do give income security and excellent working condition. But 
many of them pay low wages, low productivity, dangerous and no social protection. Other form of works that 
also increase in number are part time jobs, temporary work, casual and home based works and distant 
worker. Only few of these types of works give income security and social security allowance compared to 
fixed jobs in the employer’s premises. 

In Colombia at first the government restricted the choice of insurance companies to one organizing company 
(monopoly) in the implementation of its health security program (Bappenas 2004). But because there were so 
many complaints on the quality of their health program, the government has conducted a basic reformation. 
Basically the programs of health security consist of: first, health insurance that is compulsory for formal workers 
called the Social Health Insurance (SHI). Second is the program of health security for the informal worker and the 
poor. 

The program of health security for the informal worker and the poor is subsidized by participant of formal worker 
and the government. The number of formal workers that are covered by SHI was 30 percent from the population. 
The poor and informal worker numbered around 60 percent. They could not afford to pay contribution for health 
security. For this reason the government provides subsidy taken from government budget and also 1 percent 
contribution from formal worker income. This subsidized health security program is carried out through the local 
government. The local government conducts selection to choose who has the right to receive health security 
contribution fund assistance. After the local government decide who gets the right to receive the central 
government send the fund to the local government and the fund is paid as health security premium to the 
company organizing the health security that is chosen by informal worker and the poor. From 60 percent of the 
population classified as informal workers and poor only 30 percent have the right to receive health security 
assistance or only 20 percent of the population. Therefore there is still 40 percent of the population that is not 
covered by the health security program. They are not classified as poor so they don’t have the right to receive 
health security assistance but are not capable of paying SHI premium 11 percent from their income. Beside, the 
majority of people covered come from urban areas and only a part from rural areas. This is a heavy challenge 
that is still being strived to be solved by the government of Colombia. 



                       
 
 
 

Jhabvala & Sinha in their article “Social Protection for Women Workers in the Informal Economy” (2006) stated 
that the main issue in developing social protection program for women informal worker is how this can be 
achieved with certain proper service, efficient and quality, in time and in close proximity to home. The available 
scheme is for the formal sector but broaden social protection to the informal sector mainly women worker, not 
only broadening the existing program. The size and nature of the informal sector including variety and 
geographic location of the work place need special attention. Firstly, different labor relations will of course be 
different with that of the formal sector. Secondly, the biggest obstacle of introducing social insurance scheme 
with contribution system to informal workers is that there is no employer. Thirdly, unlike the formal sector with fix 
and regular job, informal worker need job security, income security, and social protection altogether. Fourthly, the 
need of women worker are not the same, for instance, child oriented need is priority for most women workers. 

Unni and Rani (2003) in their other article on social protection for informal worker offer framework of social 
protection including health security for informal workers as described in the next diagram. 

 

Figure 1. Framework for Social Protection for Informal Workers. 

  Cause of 
Insecurity

 Three Pillar Institution

  
 
Security        

  
 

  Basic   
Country  

  Structural         

     Economic Security  Employee  

          
  Disturbance   Social Security   Private Sector 

        Civil Security  

 

With a framework as explained above, then a specific detail for various informal workers was set up completed 
with the three pillar of security. In Table 4 it can be seen that basic security is a need for all kind of informal 
worker and is the responsibility of the state. It is evident here that although the four worker group belong to 
informal workers groups but in terms of security needed, especially economic and social security, it will show 
differences. This of course is connected with characteristics of each sub group that is different from one another. 
By understanding what caused the insecurity that is experienced by informal workers it can be estimated what 
kind of security that is needed by them and who is responsible in fulfilling them. As explained in diagram 1, social 
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security should properly be provided by the state along with the private sector and the civil society. Whereas for 
the economic security, beside the state the employer is also responsible for providing the intended security for 
the workers. 

 

Table 4. Social Security for Informal Workers 

3 Pillar of Security 
Worker in  

the informal economy Basic security Economic security Social security 

Self-employed Credit policy 
Access to market 
Input/output price ratio 
Trade association 
Job market 
Skill 
Technology 

Health insurance 
Accident allowance 
Retirement allowance 
Maternal allowance 
Care for the elderly 
Child care 

Producer that depend on 
buyer 

Sub-contract procedure 
Raw material 
Informal Association of 
housing and warehouse 
Commerce policy 

Social welfare fund 
Tripartite body 
Health security 

Sidewalk vendors Urban infrastructure 
Urban space policy 
Identity card/license 

Health insurance 
Accident allowance 
Retirement allowance 
Maternal allowance 
Care for the elderly 
Child care 

Waged worker 

Food security 
 
Health service 
 
Education service 
 
Housing 
 
Minimum wage 

Investment in domestic 
industry 
Traditional industry body 
Minimum wage 
Minimum workday 

Prudential fund 

 

GTZ that provides support and conducting comparison on social protection practice among developing countries 
(2005) disclosed: 

1. In the Philippines: Phil Health (the national health insurance company) offer 4 scheme in their health 
program: 

a. Individual payment program: designed for self employed worker that targeted to varied members, from 
self employed professional worker (such as doctors) to informal economy workers (street vendors). 
Contribution for this program is fixed and can be paid every 3, 6 months or yearly. 
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b. Program for employee: contribution paid by employee (1.25 percent from salary) and employer with 
certain percentage. This contribution has been through progressive adjustment every time with 
determining the highest amount of contribution. 

c. Program for the poor with assistance (sponsor): intended to give health service for marginalized group 
in the Philippines who do not have income and do not have health insurance. This program is 
conducted together with the local government unit. The family of the applicant must go through a means 
test that is by conducting social survey to determine their capability in paying premium. The local 
government unit (where they are living) and the central (or national) government will provide premium 
subsidy for members who receive assistance/sponsor. Yearly premium for this program is fixed. Local 
government unit will pay a certain percentage (between 10 and 50 percent) and the rest will be paid by 
the central government. The local government can also request assistance from other parties such as 
central government bodies, the legislature and private companies.  

d. Program with no pay: this program is aimed at members who have reached retirement age (usually 60 
years) and at least have contributed for 120 months. 

With the new regulations, to the organized groups who made application contract with the Phil Health a 
discount on the premium that must be paid can be granted with condition that the number of members that 
meet the criteria. The bigger the number of member of the group the larger the discount on the premium can 
be given to that group. Discount can be given to a group because group application will make the Phil 
Health’s administrative burden easier compared with when applying individually. 

2. In India: the government in its effort to reform the social protection policy has developed a strategy on 
integrated risk management with the cooperation between the government, private sector such as insurance 
company, civil society organization and independent group or community based network.  

Uni Micro Health Insurance is a good example on giving a comprehensive package for the informal sector. 
This program is cooperation between independent organization in health and development of rural areas 
(SHEPHERD) and United Indian Insurance Company (UIIC). To design specialized insurance product, 
SHEPHERD and UIIC together with prospective client develop an insurance package called UMHIS. This 
package is a combination of health insurance with coverage on death, disability, loss or damage of 
home/house. Since this product package is different from other insurance scheme, this package must get 
approval form the authority on the matter of regulation. 

3. In Tanzania: government organization and non-government organization strive to fix that matter of giving 
health service. Government is responsible for the public health facility and providing fund for programs of 
service provider for the vulnerable. As employer, the government also pays contribution to the National 
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Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) for its employee which is compulsory for civil servants. The NHIF also work 
together with the TNHCF (non government organization in the health sector) so that they can learn from 
each other experience in the matter of methodology and health insurance.  

4. In Dar es Salaam: the umbrella organization for entrepreneurs in the informal sector, the VIBINDO, strives 
to insure its members to overcome the cost of getting ill. This program develops its own micro insurance 
program based on workers cooperatives. With 10 schemes they succeeded in covering 1000 client but this 
number is still too small for a city of 3 million people. The main problem with a self managed health 
insurance scheme is its small profit from members undertaking who often do not have a permanent place for 
their enterprise and do not have fix income.  

5. In Paraguay: beside the government who has the task on national health problem, other scheme is offered 
by other health service provider who intends to help community’s poor. In this matter, the project of the 
Confederation of Paraguay Worker Union deserves to get attention. They try to empower infrastructure that 
up until the present time is not functioning well because of the separation in society. Health services offered 
by the Confederation are carried out in cooperation with the armed forces health sector. Whereas the armed 
forces still provide health service with many network, several worker union conduct negotiation with several 
facilities, mainly in the capital of Asuncion to find a way in order to give the worker and their families proper 
health service. 

6. Chile is one of several Latin American countries who give complete coverage in the health sector. This can 
happen because of the combination of the Bismarck & Beveridge system. Formal economy and part of the 
informal sector depend on insurance system with contribution payment. The poor is protected with a welfare 
system that is paid through tax and managed by the same public health insurance scheme. Beside several 
impediment in the matter of concept and a relatively high payment by those who can afford, the 2 subsystem 
are based on the principle of togetherness and the combination of the 2 would guaranteed the creation of 
increased funding  and effective distribution in the public health service sector. Several exception and 
exemption in the public system has lessened the negative social effect and discrimination caused by out of 
pocket payment. In all under the roof of FONASA (the institution that is responsible for national health) the 
effective relationship between the contribution system and the non-contribution has been conducted and 
managed continuously.  

7. In the last few years, in Vietnam, there are 2 main programs to eradicate poverty, so that access to health 
services for the poor and vulnerable can increase.  

a. Health Care for the Poor: began in 2001 as a social safety net mechanism to repair access to health 
service and protect the poor from burdensome health cost. The management of the fund is under the 
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supervision of provincial Community Committee can choose whether to publish health cards for the poor 
or provide free service at public health service facilities (its cost is borne together: central government 
70 percent and the local government). Listed poor will receive fully paid health card and with this card 
they have the right to receive comprehensive health service. The office of provincial social insurance 
gives health insurance card to households. The list of households is set by the office of Department of 
Labor based on national poverty line keeping the local context in consideration. At the grass roots level, 
Community Committee for the Eradication of Poverty selects households that will be included in the list. 
Until the present time the government has allocated fund to publish 3.8 million free health cards. 
Community’s poor that have no health card can still receive assistance if provincial community 
committee directly pays health facility. 

b. Program for children under 6: in 26 August 2004, the government of Vietnam in connection with child 
convention has made an agreement for other programs in eradicating poverty that is aimed specifically 
for health service for schoolchildren less then 6 years of age.  

8. In Laos, more than 80 percent if its population belongs to the informal sector worker and at the present time 
are not covered by the existing 2 social security programs namely private and public social security program. 
The Department of Health then strive to give social security for this population through community based 
volunteer health insurance (CBHI=community based health insurance). Actually the strong point of this 
project which is the product of cooperation between the Department of Health and WHO is having used 
insurance scheme design, management mechanism and evaluation system like the one already 
implemented well in private social security organization. 

Example: 
a. registration according on family membership 
b. no other payer 
c. benefit package given to informal sector scheme is the same as other social security program 
d. payment of service provider is based on capitation 
e. both system used ATD (Admission-Transfer-Discharge) health information system  

Beside the similarity in structure that is implemented, the CBHI still faces various problems that generally 
faced by small scale micro insurance system, namely:  
a. Very limited number of members and its capacity is too small to receive expansion toward more large 

scale coverage. 
b. In the district of Sisathanak at the first scheme has experienced a high rate of drop out (31 percent) 
c. A lot of contribution are late (around 17 to 47 percent of members paid late) 
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d. Health officials showed negative arrival towards insured patients because they can not receive 
additional profit. Thereby they tend to give excessive medication to shorten counseling time and the 
patient thereby feel satisfied. 

e. Members have unrealistic expectations from the given service and tend to overdo in utilizing the benefit  
f. The large size of family in CBHI scheme (average 5,6) caused higher health cost per family compared 

to formal sector 
g. Transportation cost to hospital specifically referred hospitals has caused financial difficulties for 

members because it is not included in the benefit package. 

From the above pilot project it is evident that CBHI is a system that enables access to health service for the low 
income population. Nevertheless broadening the membership is still main priority. Also it is needed to obtain 
extra income so as to cover the poor. This can be achieved through the increase of contribution gradually or 
through access to capital fund from international donors. 
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2.3. REGULATIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE INFORMAL SECTOR AND HEALTH CARE SECURITY 
IN INDONESIA 

Table 5. National Social Security System (=Sistem Jaminan Sosial Nasional = SJSN) 

No No. and Year Subject Summary 

1. Law (UU) no. 40 
year 2004 

SJSN  this law is made to regulate national social 
security system intended to meet decent basic 
life needs  and upgrade self-esteem towards a 
prosper, just and abundant Indonesia 

 SJSN is a system  of social program 
implementation by several social security 
organizer 

 SJSN is executed by a Social Security 
Organizing Body consisting of Jamsostek, 
Taspen, Asabri, and Askes. If needed a new 
body can be formed. 

 The form of National Security Council that’s 
responsible to the President that formulates 
general policy and synchronizes SJSN 
implementation. Its task are: to conduct analysis 
and research in connection with social security 
implementation, suggest national social security 
fund investment policy and suggest social 
security budget for acceptor of contribution 
assistance and the availability of operational 
budget to the government 

2. Government 
Regulation (PP) 
No. 26 year 1981 

PT TASPEN The appointment of PT Taspen (Civil Servant 
Insurance Saving) as executor of retirement 
security for civil servants retiree. Contribution of 
membership for this program is subtracted from 
monthly salary 

3. PP No. 68 year 
1991 

PT ASABRI Appointment of PT ASABRI (Indonesia’s Armed 
Forces Insurance) as executor of retirement 
security for ABRI retiree 

4. UU No. 3 year 
1992 

Manpower Social Security 
(Jamsostek) 

That the role of laborer is become more important 
in national development that need increasing 
protection,  both for those that are bonded by 
contract and those that are not by giving social 
security in order to give work serenity and 
increasing discipline and work productivity 

5. PP No. 14 year 
1993 

Organizer of the 
Jamsostek Program 

In the implementation of UU no.3/1992 on 
Jamsostek a PP is needed as implementation 
guide 

6. PP No. 36 year 
1995 

The set up of organizing 
board of Jamsostek 

This PP is the foundation of the development of PT 
Jamsostek from formerly PT ASTEK that is in 
charge of implementing Jamsostek program. 
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Table 6. Department of Health (=Depkes; program : JPKM, Askeskin) 

No No. and Year Subject Summary 

1. UU No. 23 year 1992 Health  Health is fundamental right for each citizen. 
Therefore each individual, family  and community 
have the right to receive  protection on their 
health and the state is responsible  to regulate in 
order the fulfillment of living healthy  for its citizen 
including  poor population. 

 Implementation regulation of JPKM 
2. Minister of Health 

Decree 
no.1241/Menkes/SK/
XI/2004 dated 12 
November 2004 

Assigning PT ASKES in 
managing health security 
program for poor 
population 

This decree assign PT Askes in managing health 
care program for community’s poor based on social 
insurance. This insurance  is often called  Askeskin 

3. Minister of Health 
Decree 
no.332/Menkes/SK/V
/2006 

Implementation guide for 
community’s poor health 
care security JPKMM 
2006 (Askeskin). With the 
existence of this 
regulation, Kepmenkes 
no.56/Menkes/SK/I/2005 
on the implemtation of 
JPKM is thereby invalid 

The principle of implementing Askeskin: 
Implemented nationally in order to create cross-
subsidy in order to create health care security that 
covers all Indonesia’s population that’s started for 
the poor. In principle the implementation of Askeskin  
is the responsibility of central and local government 
The implementation refers to: 
 Management of people’s fund and non-profit for 

the health of the poor 
 All encompassing Health service  in accordance 

with medical standard 
 Health service implemented with the principle of 

structured and gradual 
 Portability and equity 
 Social insurance mechanism with members 

contribution  paid by the government 
 Transparency and accountability 

This program is executed by PT ASKES 
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Table 7. Department of Social Affairs (=Depsos; program: Askesos)  

No No. and Year Subject Summary 

1. Amandement of UUD 
1945, 2002, chapter 
28/3/H and chapter 
34/2 

The implementation of 
social security for every 
Indonesian citizen mainly 
for the poor. 

 Deveryone has the right to social security for the 
development of oneself as whole as a  dignified 
person 

 the state develop social security system for all 
people and empower weak community and 
incapable population in accordance with human 
dignity 

2. UU no.6/1974 Main points on social 
welfare 

The Law emphasize every citizen has the right to the 
best social welfare level and all society and 
government  participate in the effort of upgrading social 
welfare  as part of an integrated part of national 
development efforts. This Law also become the 
foundation of the implementation of Askesos and 
BKSP ativities 

3. Minister of Social 
Affairs Decree No. 
51/HUK/2003 

Social Security Program 
for the vulnerable and 
incapable population 
through the Social Welfare 
Insurance (Askesos) and 
the Permanent Social 
Welfare Assistance 
(BKSP) 

 Although various efforts in upgrading social welfare 
level have been conducted by the government, 
there’s still many PMKS ion society (bearer of 
social welfare problems.) 

 Askesos is a form of social security for independent 
worker group and those that work in the informal 
sector, that is expected to maintain  citizen’s 
income stability and at the same time prevent the 
advent of poverty 

 BKSP is an effort of protection  and livelihood 
security  for citizen that due to its condition is 
incapable of meet the life’s need without outside 
help  and not based  on his contribution (for 
example,  neglected elderly, multiple invalid,  
psychotic, and ex-chronic patient ) 

 
4. Minister of Social 

Affairs Decree No. 
44/HUK/2004 
 

The execution of BKSP 
(Permanent Social 
Welfare Assistance) 

 BKSP is intended to give protection and assistance 
for non-potential PMKS in order to survive normally 
and meeting basic life’s needs 

 In order to maintain  social welfare level and the 
institutionalization of community to give continued 
social protection to non-potential PMKS  

 target of BKSP service  are non-potential PMKS 
that include:1)neglected elderly, 2)neglected 
multiple invalid 3)ex- chronic patient 4) neglected 
psychotic 

5. Decree of DirJen 
Bantuan dan Jaminan 
Sosial No. 
23/BJS/2005 

General guide of social 
welfare security 

Used as reference  of the implementation of social 
welfare security activities  so that there are similar 
perception and understanding  for officials from central, 
province, regency/city, village and kelurahan, 
execution institution and managing team and general 
community. 
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No No. and Year Subject Summary 

6. Regulation of Dirjen 
Perbendaharaan 
No.30 year 2006 

Regulation of Dirjen 
Perbendaharaan no. PER-
30/PB/2006 on the guide 
on depositing and 
liquidation of Askesos 
claim and stimulant fund of 
BKSP social welfare 
security  program through 
executing institution of 
Askesos and BKSP 

This regulation regulate guidance of channeling 
liquidation of claim fund of Askesos and BKSP 

 

Table 8. Department of Labor and Transmigration (=Depnakertrans) 

No No and Year Subject Summary 
1. UU No.13 year 2003 Manpower Covers all aspects on manpower such as: the 

prohibition of discrimination at the workplace; training; 
service of labor placement; use of foreign workers; work 
relation and industrial relation; institution and facility of 
industrial relation; protection of laborer and laborer 
supervisor 

2. Minister of Labor and 
Transmigration 
Regulation No. PER-
24/MEN/VI/2006 

Guide of the 
implementation of 
Jamsostek program for 
workers who work outside 
of employment relation 

This regulation examine the implementation of Jamsos 
program for laborer who work outside the work 
relationship 

 

Table 9. Department of Industry and Commerce (=Deperindag) 

No No and Year Subject Summary 

1. UU no.9 /2995 The obligation of listing of 
company 

The term informal is not known by this institution. What 
exists is small informal businessman whose business is 
unlisted at the Deprindag. Also those that self employed 
is called informal business 

 

From the above explanation on regulation it is evident that the SJSN also cover regulations on social security 
organizations bodies such as the Jamsostek, Askes, Taspen, and Asabri. The existence of those bodies 
precedes the new SJSN (it can be seen from the government regulation that it is based upon). This means that 
the implementation of the new SJSN can not discard every existing regulation on those social security 
organizers. The construction of set of regulation in order to implement the law must be adjusted to the existing 
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concerning those bodies. If in fact there is a new ruling that is not in accordance with preceding regulation, then 
the old regulation must be changed first so that the new regulation can be implemented legally vice versa. 

On the other hand so far in Indonesia several social security programs and health security has been going 
through several institutions. The Jamsostek, supported by law that is strong enough and has been going long 
enough is one of operator of social security program that so far has been accepted by the worker community. 
The JPKM and the Askeskin program that are still in progress so far is an example of government program 
(through the Department of Health), which in its implementation is not always the same for each 
area/regency/city. These programs give health care services for the poor. Other department such as Department 
of Social Affairs has launched the Askesos (the Social Welfare Insurance) that targets also the poor, specifically 
self-employed and informal workers. With the ratification of SJSN  that regulate national social security system, 
then the existence of social security program  and health security  that exist before must be considered whether 
to their implementation be continued or integrated into the new Law. 

In the matter of the set of regulation that become the base of the implementation of a government program it is 
evident that Depsos’ Askesos program has been supported by  proper  set of law from the upper level (UU) to 
low level (Dirjen’s decree). Even this program has been supported by Dirjen Perbendahraan, Finance 
Department, as an implementation guide for the liquidation of Askesos and BKSP claim fund. For the 
implementation of JPKM and Askeskin, the Department of Health also has legal basis that is proper enough 
although not as complete as the Askesos’.  A program that seems does not follow the usual principle on legal 
basis for a program was the program that is launched by the Minister of Labor and Transmigration in cooperation 
with the Jamsostek. This program of social security organizer for worker who work outside labor relationship 
(term for informal worker) is launched through the Minister’s Regulation No.24/2006. Referring to the Law (UU) 
No.3/1992 on Jamsostek and UU No.13 /2003 on Manpower and several Government Regulation (PP) with 
Decree at the ministerial level, this program went directly on trial. The argument supplied by the official in charge 
on this matter is that this Decree is used as bait to lure other needed set of law. Because so far they feel there 
are voids in needed set of regulation while the problem of workers outside labor relationship or informal sector 
worker is urgent to be settled. 

 

2.4. SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM IN INDONESIA 

To optimize social justice and increase community’s welfare, by decreasing the poverty level on every aspect 
and by upgrading living standard, then it is needed several social protection program for the whole population. So 
far in Indonesia it has been known several social security programs as part of social protection policy but it still 
considered inadequate. Several main characteristic of social protection in Indonesia are (Lindenthal 2004): 
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1. Limited reach of program, only covers a small part of population, such as civil servants, members of the TNI 
(Armed Forces), a part of private employer. 

2. Large dependence on close and distant relatives as well as the surrounding neighborhood. 
3. Limited dependence on employer through labor regulation such as sick allowance, maternal allowance, and 

termination of employment. 
4. Limited social insurance choices for private employer. 
5. Comprehensive service package and social assistance available only for civil service and member of the 

TNI. 
6. Cash fund distribution often experience leakage and unfairness that caused the population that are not poor 

receive assistance. This is because the capacity of local government is low and cause high administrative 
cost. 

7. Health system that is short in funding and improper health service for Indonesia’s citizen 

 

Several existing social security program that can be found in society are among other: 

1. Health Insurance (ASKES = Asuransi Kesehatan) 

The organizer of Askes is PT ASKES that owned 100 percent by the Government of Indonesia under the 
Department of Health. In general the purpose of the establishment of the ASKES is to support government 
policy and program in the economic sector and national development and the development in insurance in 
particular. More specific is health insurance targeted for civil servants, retirement acceptor, veterans, 
independence pioneer and their families employing limited company principles. The activities of the 
company include:  
a. To organize comprehensive health insurance for the civil servants (PNS), pensioners, veterans, 

independence pioneers and their families.   
b. To organize comprehensive health insurance for employee and pensioners from business enterprises 

and other enterprise.  
c. To organize health care security in accordance with valid law. 

Insurance premium is subtracted from the salary of the PNS and the TNI every month with a certain 
percentage. Besides servicing all PNS/TNI and their retiree PT ASKES also organize health insurance 
commercially targeting the population with fix income (upper to middle income group). Participants of this 
type of ASKES are those of Volunteer Health Insurance (Asuransi Kesehatan Sukarela) where premium paid 
is larger than the premium set by the ASKES for members of PNS/TNI. Other type of commercial insurance 
that is offered by PT ASKES is Askes Diamond, Gold, Silver, Blue and Alba. 
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2. Manpower Social Security (Jamsostek = Jaminan Sosial Tenaga Kerja) 

Different than that of the Askes, which its members mostly come from PNS/TNI, the Jamsostek is a welfare 
security services for worker and private employee. The Jamsostek’s missions are: 
a. To upgrade and develop service and benefit quality for members based on professionalism principles 
b. To increase the number of Jamsostek’s program membership 
c. To increase Work Culture through the quality of Human Resource and application of Good Corporate 

Governance 
d. To manage member’s fund optimally by promoting prudence 
e. To increase Corporate Values and Corporate Images 

The benefit of Jamsostek is to provide a sense of security to workers so that they can concentrate in 
increasing motivation and productivity. This program is a protection program that is elementary for workers 
that it is intended to secure safety and certainty against social economy risks and is a facility for 
guaranteeing the flow of income for workers and their family whenever occurs social economy risks with 
insurance mechanism that is affordable for employee and employer. So far PT Jamsostek gives protection in 
the form of 4 program that cover Work Accident Security (JKK = Jaminan Kecelakaan Kerja), Death Security 
(JKM = Jaminan Kematian), Retirement Security (JHT = Jaminan Hari Tua) and Health Care Security (JPK = 
Jaminan Pemeliharaan Kesehatan) for all workers and their family.  

The premium of JHT (for members who retired at the age of 55) is borne together by company and worker 
himself. The company pays 3.7 percent and worker or laborer pays only 2 percent. Whereas the Jamsostek 
premium for JPK program that must be paid by the company amount to 
a. 3 percent from workers wage (a maximum of Rp.1 million) for bachelor’s worker. 
b. 6 percent from workers wage (a maximum of Rp.1 million) for worker with family. 

Health and workers’ safety is the responsibility of company thereby company has the obligation to pay the 
JKK contribution that range between 0.24 percent and 1.74 percent according to type of business of the 
enterprise.  

JK is needed as an effort to reduce family burden both in the form of burial cost and assistance in the form of 
cash. Employer is obligated to bear 0.3 percent of JK program contribution that in turn will give benefit of JK 
in cash paid as Rp.7.5 million consisting of Rp.6 million death allowance and Rp.1.5 million for burial and 
periodical allowance. 

3. Community Health Care Security (JPKM = Jaminan Pemeliharaan Kesehatan Masyarakat) 

JPKM (2002-2005) was a continuation of preceding social program that were established to overcome the 
multidimensional crisis endured by all people. It started with the development of the social safety net 
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program in health sector (JPS-BK) in 1998-2001, then Energy Subsidy Reduction Impact Program (PDPSE) 
in 2001, and Fuel Subsidy Reduction Compensation Program (PKPS-BBM) in 2002-2004. 

JPKM was designed to give benefit to all concerned parties in health care, both health service consumer, 
health care provider (PPK = Pemberi Pelayanan Kesehatan) at first level, second and third level, the 
organizing body (Bapel = Badan Penyelenggara), the government  and business community. The benefit for 
the community: 
a. community is protected/secured in receiving health service they need  
b. community receive comprehensive health care (preventive, promotive, curative, rehabilitative) 
c. community receive light cost for health because of the principle of cooperative and familial in JPKM 

enable cross-subsidy where the healthy help the sick and the young help the old 
d. guaranteed equal health care for the society 
e. the increase in the degree of social health mainly through the effort of prevention and promotive in order 

that someone does not fall ill 

4. Health Insurance for the Poor (ASKESKIN= Asuransi Kesehatan untuk Masyarakat Miskin) 

Askeskin or health insurance for the community’s poor is special JPKM for poor family (JPKMM or JPK-
Gakin). At the end of 2004 the government through the Minister of Health with Decree (SK) 
no.1241/MENKES/SK/XI/2004 dated 12 November 2004, charged PT Askes in managing health care 
program for community’s poor based on social insurance. It is this insurance that is called Askeskin. 

The principle underlying JPKMM‘s implementation is the simultaneous implementation in all of Indonesia 
thereby causing cross-subsidy referring to the principle of social health insurance and managed care, 
structurally and gradually conducted, maintaining transparency and accountability, guaranteeing profitability  
and equity and conducted with employing the concept of non-profit. Premium for JPKMM is borne fully by 
the government (as compensation for the reduction of fuel subsidy) thereby the poor does not have to pay.  

The general purpose of JPKMM’s program is to increase access and health service quality to all 
community’s poor and in order to reach optimal health degree effectively and efficiently. Whereas it’s special 
purpose are: 
a. To increase the number of community’s poor who receive basic health service at Puskesmas and its 

network. 
b. To increase the number of community’s poor  who receive  health care at referred hospitals , BP4 and 

BKMM/BKIM 
c. The implementation of community’s poor health care service according to standard 
d. To increase satisfaction of the poor  on health service 
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e. The implementation of accountable fund management 
f. The implementation of activities that’s safe-guarding 
g. The implementation of health service supporting activities 

The appointment of Askeskin/JPKMM’s members is suggested by the District (kabupaten) or City 
government with reference to the Central Statistic Body (BPS = Badan Pusat Statistik)’s data. Based on the 
list from the District head (bupati) or the Mayor (Walikota) then Askeskin member cards are issued by PT 
Askes. During transition period, the poor who do not have the card yet can use the SKTM/Health Card/SLT 
Card/Gakin Card. The publishing and distribution of the card to members is the responsibility of PT Askes 
and in cooperation with the local government. 

5. Certificate of Incapability (SKTM=Surat Keterangan Tidak Mampu) and Health Card 

In principle both are the same; SKTM can be used by its holder to acquire free health service. Before 
JPKMM is launched by the government  simultaneously as a compensation of the reduction of fuel subsidy 
several local government have guaranteed  that community’s poor receive free health care. For instance, the 
government of DKI Jakarta has given health card to its destitute citizen since 2001. While SKTM is a card 
explaining the holder is destitute or poor, given by the government through the approval of it apparatus from 
the household (RT) level up through the village (kelurahan) level given to the poor  who do not have health 
card  as a replacement of health card  to receive free  medical care.  

This service can be obtained in all Community Health Center (Puskesmas) in the area and several general 
hospital appointed by the local government. The Puskesmas and hospital that provide health care to the 
card holder have the right to claim all expenses to the local government. So the health card or SKTM holder 
does not pay the premium because it is fully covered by the government. 

6. Social Welfare Insurance (Askesos = Asuransi Kesejahteraan Sosial) 

Askesos which is organized by the Department of Social Affairs (Depsos) is a system of social protection for 
self-employed and informal sector worker in the form of family income replacement security if there is 
declining or loss of income due to illness, accident, or death. Therefore the Askesos is hoped to maintain 
income stability at the same time preventing the advent of poverty. The benefits of the Askesos for the self-
employed and informal worker are: 
a. To receive income replacement  when  member experienced disaster, illness, accident  or death 
b. Having saving that fits the premium paid every month because premium/contribution will be reimbursed  

with or without claim 
c. To maintain income if the main source of income  experience hardship 
d. Encourage scrupulous life pattern and the habit of saving 
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Other than Depsos at the national level as policy maker and as supervisor, provincial, district/city social 
authority appoint the local the Askesos implementing institution and conducting training. The implementing 
institution or social organization that have to be a legal entity, will conduct selection of participants, give 
training and motivation, manage the Askesos fund, conduct further training and gradually report the 
implementation. Those who can be member of the Askesos include: 
a. Small traders ( seller of carry-on traditional medication (jamu), traditional convenient store, basic needs 

seller, circulating vendor of snack, sidewalk seller of cigarettes, etc) 
b. Service seller (fixer of leaking tires, Pedi cab drivers, driver of two wheeled taxis, etc) 
c. Agriculture laborer and fishermen 

Other conditions applied are: they are main source of income who work in the informal sector  or self 
employed  with a minimum income of Rp.200.000 per month, aged 21-60 year, or married and owned 
legitimate self identity. 
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CHAPTER III 
FIELD STUDY RESULT FINDINGS  
 

3.1. INFORMAL SECTOR 

Definition of Informal Sector, Criteria, Legal basis, Grouping and Coordination between Various Institutions. 

From several visit to various institutions both government and non government in Central Java and DKI Jakarta, 
it was found various definition or different meanings on informal sector. Nevertheless those varied definitions can 
be grouped into several definitions referring to specific characteristics that are used by each institution. 

1. According to PT Jamsostek, informal sector is “when there is no industrial relations and not based on job 
contract”. Included here are family worker, self employed (except accountant, doctors, legalized notary), 
casual workers such as agricultural laborer and fishermen. Based on UU no.3/1992 (on Jamsostek), PT 
Jamsostek in cooperation with the Department of Labor and Transmigration (Depnakertrans) initiated to 
reach informal sector in the matter of social security. Since the informal workers do not have fix income, in 
order to calculate the premium the minimum wage is used. Beside the Depnakertrans and the Disnakertrans 
(the regional office of the Depnakertrans), the Jamsostek also coordinate with local governments and the 
BPS. 

2. The Central Statistic Body (the BPS) at the central level now determines the definition of informal worker 
group by using criterion that is a combination of Job Status and Type of Main Job. For more detailed 
information the next table can be used as reference 
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Table 10. Determining Informal Worker Group Based on Job Status and Type of Main Job. 

Main Occupation 
Employment 

Status Profes-
sional 

Manage
rial 

Clerical 
worker 

Sales 
worker 

Service 
provider 

Agricul-
ture 

worker 

Produc-
tion 

worker 
Opera-

tor Laborer Other 

Own account 
worker 

F F F INF INF INF INF INF INF INF 

Self employed 
assisted by 
family member/ 
temp help 

F F F F F INF F F F INF 

Employer 
 

F F F F F F F F F F 

Regular 
employee/Worker 

F F F F F F F F F F 

Casual worker in 
Agriculture 

F F F INF INF INF INF INF INF INF 

Casual worker in 
non-agriculture 

F F F INF INF INF INF INF INF INF 

Unpaid worker INF INF INF INF INF INF INF INF INF INF 

Source: The Situation of Indonesian Labor Force 2006, BPS, Jakarta  
Note: F = Formal; INF = INFORMAL 

It is different than the definition of informal worker that has been used by BPS previously, the use of 
combination of “Employment Status and “Type of Main Occupation” seem to reflect more the actual 
condition. Previously BPS only refer to “Employment Status” to determine informal workers that is those who 
are ‘own account worker’, ‘self employed assisted by family member/temporary worker’, ‘casual worker in 
agriculture’, ‘casual worker in non-agriculture’ and ‘unpaid worker’. Of course the change of definition will 
have an impact on the change of the calculation of its numbers. BPS has also coordinated with several 
institution such as Depsos, Depkes, Depnakertrans, the BKKBN (the National Family Planning Coordination 
Board) in setting up criteria of the population that deserve assistance from the government (for instance for 
receiving  Direct Cash Assistance=BLT).  

The result of National Social Economy Survey (Susenas) 2004 conducted by the BPS provide data on 
informal worker in Indonesia that is larger in proportion than worker in the formal sector that is 61.2 percent. 
The majority of the informal worker is women (65 percent) while formal worker dominated by men (see table 
6). 
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Table 11. Status of Worker Aged 10 and Above By Formal and Informal Sector and Gender, 
Indonesia, 2004. 

Gender 
Status of Worker 

Men Women 
Total 

Informal 59.2 65.0 61.2 

Formal 40.8 35.0 38.8 

total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

  Source: BPS Susenas 2004 

 

Table 12. Category of Informal Sector Main Industry by Village Classification, Indonesia, 2004. 

Category of Main Industry Urban 
(%) 

Rural 
(%) 

Total 
(%) 

Agriculture, hunting and forestry 24,3 76,4 63,1 
Fisheries 3,4 2,4 2,7 
Mining and excavating 0,7 0,4 0,5 
Processing industry 6,8 3,5 4,3 
Electricity, gas water 0,1 0,0 0,0 
Building construction 5,5 2,0 2,9 
Trader in retail and wholesale 37,4 10,0 17,0 
Provider of accommodation, Food and Beverage 1,7 0,2 0,6 
Transportation, warehouse and communication 11,3 3,3 5,3 
Financial broker 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Real estate, lease and company service 0,4 0,1 0,1 
Government administration 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Education service 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Health service and social activities 0,2 0,1 0,1 
Welfare service, social and individual 3,3 0,6 1,3 
Individual service in households 4,5 1,0 1,9 
Uncertain activities 0,2 0,1 0,1 
Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 

Source: BPS Susenas 2004 

 

When we examine the main industry where the informal sector work it is evident that most of them (63.1 
percent) are in the field of agriculture, hunting and forestry, in which the largest proportion are in the rural 
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areas. Aside from agriculture, other main of industry that is in great demand by the informal sector is trading 
in retail and large parties. For these sectors most of them work in urban areas (see table 7).  

The BPS also provides suggestion in regard to determine which population group deserves assistance or 
not in terms of membership in health and social security. Among the suggestion is that the unpaid worker 
does not necessarily be a member of health insurance because they are actually not a worker. They 
generally are school children or housewives that are family member of the owner of the business that they 
are the responsibility of the owner. Workers who may not be able to pay health insurance membership are 
casual laborer or independent worker, both who are in agriculture and non-agriculture. In general more than 
50 percent of them are the poor (with income below Rp.152.000 /month). Furthermore the BPS also 
suggested to considering income beside employment status and type of main occupation, in determining 
informal worker group that can not afford to pay health and social security membership therefore they need 
to be assisted. To determine who deserve to be helped, data provided by the BPS must be tested publicly 
beforehand. For example by conducting open village deliberation and determining most eligible acceptor of 
assistance is not carried out by one person only but a consensus of many. 

3. The definition or criteria of the informal sector is not specifically determined by PT Askes. For health security 
for the informal sector in the Askes is known as Health Security for Recipient of Contribution Assistance 
(JKPBI division). Receiver of Contribution Assistance (PBI) is the group of population that can not afford to 
be member of health security whose premium is therefore fully paid by the government. To know who the 
receiver of contribution assistance (PBI) is or community who are poor, the base is the decision of each 
district head or the mayor where the criteria used differ from one region to another. In determining the 
criteria each region coordinated with the social affair office, the BKKBN, the BPS, the local health service. 
According to circulating letter of the coordinating minister of people’s welfare starting 2007 the main 
reference for poverty programs must use BPS data. But the decision is felt by various parties as not strong 
enough in terms of the legal basis. BPS data must be verified by publicly testing for instance by conducting 
open village deliberation to determine who truly deserve to be acceptor of assistance from the government.  

When health security will be given specifically to the informal sector then several aspects of informal sector 
that must be taken into account are: 
a. What is the definition? 
b. How to determine accurately the premium 
c. How to collect premium in orderly manner and continuity (for example for farmers who harvest once in 

every 3 months) 

4. Definition of informal sector as “those who work outside the labor relations” is used by the Department of 
Labor and Transmigation (Depnakertrans) mainly in the central and provincial level (Dinas Nakertrans 
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Propinsi). For example are those that are self-employed, family worker and casual worker who do not have 
skill and their income more likely under the average and irregular. In general this group considered as the 
poor group. The same definition is used by the PT Jamsostek (central and regional) with certain adjustment. 
This because of PT Jamsostek in cooperation with the Depnakertrans is providing social security for worker 
outside labor relationship. Currently this program is still in the socializing stage in some regions. This 
collaborative effort is in accordance with the implementation of UU no.3/1992 (on Jamsostek) paragraph 4 
verse 2 and Minister of Nakertrans’ Regulation no.24/2006. For this effort the Depnakretrans coordinated 
with the Depsos, State Department of Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprise (MennegKop & UKM) and 
the ILO. 

The Department of Labor and Trasmigration (Depnakertrans) regional office in the District of Klaten 
explained furthermore that the terms of formal worker is : there exist a job provider, someone who received 
the job and a wage provided. Therefore the informal worker is just the opposite: non-existence of job 
provider, no ones receives the job and no wage provided. The legal basis that is used as base is the Law no. 
13/2003 on Manpower specifically those issues on worker. It is added and clarified furthermore by the office 
of the DepNakertrans of the district of Purbalingga that the term of informal sector includes: 
a. Not having a business owner/Boss (e.g. cigarette vendors and itinerant merchants) 
b. Not having special skills or profession 
c. No Equity (Capital is borrowed funds from other sources) 
d. Specific kind of work involved (rough, non-factory jobs not requiring any high-level education) 

In Purbalingga there are many casual workers (mostly housewives) who work home-based who then deliver 
their handiwork to the factories. There are also many work opportunities in plantation in Kalimantan so that 
the Depnakertrans office works together with the plantation company in Kalimantan. 

5. According to the Department of Social Affairs (Depsos), the informal sector is: “those that have no fix 
income”. For example: two wheeled taxi driver/ojeg, pedicab driver, seller of carry-on traditional medication 
(jamu gendong). In general they belong to poor family group (Gakin = poor family) with income below 
Rp.200.000/month. This term is used both in Depsos at the central level and regional and become the 
reference for the implementation of the Askesos program. The Askesos program is meant as a provision for 
very low-income individuals in the event of the disruption of usual income, e.g.: illness or loss of life. The 
legal basis for this informal sector is not apparent, but this program refers to the 1945 Constitution, Law No. 
6/1974 (Concerning the Main Stipulations of Social Welfare) and Law No. 39/1999 (Concerning Human 
Rights).  The Department of Social affairs coordinate its activities with the Depnakertrans to handle the 
informal workers. 
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6. A different definition is that is used by the Department of Industry and Commerce (Deperindag). 
Deperindag and its apparatus at the provincial and district/city level see informal sector as “small enterprises 
that are unregistered formally”. In fact, in Klaten there is a type of enterprise that is because of its nature 
does not need permit/license (self-run business, does not involve other labor except those coming from own 
family). For this condition there is an exception from the local government on licensing trading enterprises.  

Since the Deperindag is concerned with companies that should be registered (therefore meaning formal), 
then if there is an unregistered company it would make it informal. Usually this type of enterprise is managed 
by an entrepreneur without utilizing worker from outside the family. For example: circulating peddler, 
sidewalk vendors. For definition on small informal businesses Deperindag’s apparatus refers to UU 
no.9/1995 (concerning the registering of companies). In conducting its affairs, Deperindag coordinating with 
the Department of cooperatives and small and medium business (UKM), the Department of Public Works 
(DPU) , Depnakertrans, Depsos and Depkes. 

7. The Department of Health (Depkes) actually does not have a special definition for informal sector. 
Nevertheless the terms of informal sector that is forwarded by the Department of Health Office of the 
province of Central Java are: 

a. Working without fixed hours and unable to be regulated by formal written rules 

b. Operating business with small equity 

c. Whose business is family-run 

The special legal basis for informal sector does not exist in the DepKes but for the guidance of public health 
(including workers) can be examined through the Health Law (UU Kesehatan) no 23/1992. Other meaning of 
informal sector according to District Klaten’s Health Office is “the group of poor local inhabitants”. This 
criterion refers to criteria used by the BKKBN. At the present time specifically for the Askeskin program 
(Health insurance for community’s poor), this criterion refer to data collected by the BPS. Coordination that 
has been conducted so far is with the Depnakertrans and the Deperindag. 

Whereas District Purbalingga Health Office stated that the definition of informal sector is “individuals or 
group that has no parent organization and their income are irregular (depend on the job)”. The legal basis for 
this informal sector is in fact not clear. But when this informal sector is associated to the poor then for the 
district of Purbalingga in particular the criteria of the poor has been decided by the district head through a 
decree. Data of community’s poor that is used is actually data from the BPS, mainly for the Askeskin 
program. The grouping of informal workers in Purbalingga is mainly in relation with the program of the Office 
of the Health Department through PusKesMas.  The latter has made efforts to manage the individuals’ 
health in working by forming Efforts to promote Health at Work (UKK = Upaya Kesehatan Kerja) posts.  The 
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UKK program encompasses groups of bakso vendors, sidewalk vendors, minibus drivers, farming labourers 
and stone crushers. 

This Office has coordinated its activities with the Office of the Department of Labor and Transmigration (for 
the Sentinel Post in factories and industrial areas) and the Guidance & Counseling section of the Regional 
Secretariat, Department of People’s Welfare.  The latter is acting coordinator for the purpose of entering the 
other sectors. 

8. District Purbalingga Agricultural and Forestry Office (Dinas Pertanian dan Kehutanan Purbalingga) 
stated that their institution do not recognize the existence of informal and formal sector. This institution only 
differentiates the farmers into land-owning farmers, leasing farmers and farming laborers.  The characteristic 
of farming in Indonesia is that it is still subsistence in nature meaning: 
a. Relatively small farming area 
b. Not intended for business purposes 
c. If no work is available at the farm, farmers will flock to the big cities to seek for work (otherwise, these 

farmers will become the disguised unemployed) 

Based on the above, actually these workers can be categorized as informal workers. The Purbalingga Office 
coordinates its activities with the Office of the Department of Industry and Trade (for the production process 
and marketing of agricultural products), and also with the Cooperatives. 

 

3.2. SOCIAL AND HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM 

Health and social security for informal sector, membership and contribution, effectiveness and 
efficiency, and coordination among authorities. 

A broad range of information on social and health security are obtained from result of field exploration in Central 
Java and DKI Jakarta at various institutions. 

1. PT Jamsostek in cooperation with Depnaketrans has produced a regulation on the implementation of social 
security program for workers who conduct work outside the work relationship. Essentially by using minimum 
regional/district/city wage as base of calculation of premium, informal worker (who is considered as worker 
outside the work relationship) is offered to become participant of social security program that include health 
security. Specifically for informal worker, they are given the opportunity to choose a minimum of 2 out of 4 
existing social security programs. With contribution amounting a certain percentage (smaller than what is 
valid for formal worker), informal worker participating in this program can get the same benefit as received 
by formal workers.  One thing that has an important role in this program is the existence of group forum that 
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become the place for informal workers to join. This group is obligated by the Minister of Nakertrans’s 
Regulation no.24/2006 that is the base for implementation. Currently this program is still a pilot project in 
nature and the obstacles that are faced are the implementation of socialization due to the fact that informal 
businesses are prone to experience bankruptcy and then liquidation. 

2. Department of Health Office of District Purbalingga:  

From 2001 until 2005 the JPKM program as a continuation program of the JPS-BK has been running well in 
the district Purbalingga area with membership reached up to 68 percent from the total population of the 
district. Specifically for the JPKM program in Purbalingga there are 3 criteria of population:  
a. Strata I: poor (incapable)  premium paid by the government, membership is compulsory 
b. Strata II: post poverty (half capable, formerly poor but now not yet capable)  the premium half paid by 

the government, half paid out of own pocket, participation is voluntary in nature 
c. Strata III: well-to-do  premium paid fully out of their pocket. 

The recruitment system of the JPKM so far has been through group meeting in the village where cadres sell 
premiums and then the collections deposited to the JPKM coordinator in the Puskesmas. The 
implementation of this program lately became inefficient with the implementation of the the Askeskin 
program because the population as a whole (the poor and wealthy) expect to receive free health service as 
offered by the Askeskin program. 

3. Department of Agriculture and Forestry Office of District Purbalingga: 

For health service farmers receive assistance from cooperatives beside the JPKM. From the cooperatives, 
farmers receive assistance in terms of hospitalization. Aside from that, there is a farmers’ organization called 
the KTNA (Kontak Tani Nelayan Andalan) that can also give assistance to farmers’ member beside having 
an arisan program and lending and saving for its members. (Arisan is a common activity conducted by 
Indonesian society in which a group of people gathered to submit certain amount of money and one or some 
of the group member would be randomly picked to get the money). The Askeskin program in this area has 
not run well.  

 

3.3. METHOD OF SEEKING MEDICATION FOR INFORMAL GROUP. 

The collection of information on pattern of seeing medication for several informal sector worker groups has given 
a description on how certain population groups in certain areas have different way in overcoming their health 
problems.  
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1. The Union of Traders and Market Service (PPJP = Persatuan Pedagang dan Jasa Pasar), Karang Ayu 
Market, Semarang. 

In the matter of health problems, informant of the traders in Karang Ayu market in Semarang, stated that 
medication is more done by the traders themselves or if considered necessary, they will go to general 
practice doctor although they will have to pay Rp.25.000 for each visit. They feel unsatisfied to get 
medication at the Puskesmas is the reason they stated as the reason why they prefer to go to a practicing 
doctor even though with higher cost compared to the Puskesmas. Market trader’s incomes are varied, from 
a low Rp.600.000/month to a couple million high. In general the traders use their income, savings (which is 
small in amount), arisan or loan (generally from loan sharks) to meet their needs including medication. From 
around 400 traders, only 20 have already joined the Jamsostek (program for informal workers). In general 
they do not have yet the awareness to save and join any health insurance. Other reason on why they still do 
not become a participant is the age factor (generally they are already old) and the location of the doctor 
refereed by the Jamsostek is far from where they live and there is no acquaintance that is already 
participated. It seems that the socialization of the program has become a crucial factor if the broadening of 
the Jamsostek participation for the trader and informal worker is to be implemented in the future. 

2. Effort for the Promotion of Health in Work (UKK = Upaya Kesehatan Kerja) Stone Crusher, Pegandan, 
Semarang. 

This UKK is founded by the Puskesmas Pegandan, Semarang. The UKK post is handled by volunteers that 
have been trained before and is the effort of District Health Office to help provide health services (promotive 
and preventive) at the workplace, specifically for informal group. Service provided is simple health service 
and if problem persist will be referred to hospital. As stimulus at the early stage of UKK establishment 
District Health Office will give operational fund amounting Rp.3 million that can be used to buy equipment 
needed for work such as masks, gloves, etc. Furthermore, the community is expected to manage on their 
own the already running UKK, for instance by collecting contribution under the supervision of the 
Puskesmas. In fact stone crusher in Pegandan when faced with health problems will go to a doctor or 
midwives by paying Rp.25.000. They are reluctant to go to the Puskesmas because they have doubts on the 
effectiveness of the medication. If they do not have money to pay a doctor, they will try to borrow money 
from family or neighbor. Those who have the Askeskin membership (not all of them have it) of course will 
receive free service at health facility. Or by obtaining SKTM from the kelurahan (village office) the less 
fortunate can also receive free service at health facility. Stone crushers who are also holder of BLT (Cash 
Transfer) card in fact can also receive free medication. It seems the JPKM program in this area does not run 
well.  
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3. Paguyuban ‘Rezeki’, PKL (sidewalk traders) cooperative, Klaten. 

This organization of the union of sidewalk traders in Klaten was established in 1984 with members 
numbering 237 traders. The organization’s purpose of establishment was to fight for its member’s plight who 
at that time was evicted by the local government. At present time they have taken residence on the location 
provided by local government in the city. At the present location, traders have to pay retribution and 
electricity. With an income of around Rp.15.000 a day it can be said they do not have savings or if there is 
any, the amount is very small. One of the manager stated that when they face health problems, they usually 
take care of the problem by their own or go to a doctor. If there is a sudden big enough need, he can sell rice 
he produced from his side job as a farmer where he resides.  Aside from household needs which consist of a 
wife and one child as member of the community this household can still participate in cooperative activities 
by paying contribution Rp.2000 monthly, participating in the recital of the Koran twice a month by paying 
Rp.1000 for each visit. 

4. Sidewalk Traders Association (Asosiasi PKL, Paguyuban (Pra-Koperasi) ‘Mayong Indah’, Purbalingga. 

Since this paguyuban (association) is highly recognized by the local government, vendors who join this 
paguyuban can obtained numerous facilities for trading. The vendors are allowed to occupy the space in the 
sidewalks provided to them.  Each space may be chosen according to the requirements and affordability of 
the vendors.  The space is also provided a canopy of tents that the vendors can purchase through 
installments to the Local Office of the Department of Industry and Trade.  One of the organizers of the 
association who sells satay (meat on skewers) earns around Rp 50,000 per day and can provide for his 
family of 7 (a wife and 6 children).  Apart from day-to-day household expenses, the vendors still have to 
make installment payments of Rp 85,000 per month for the tents, Rp 2,000 for the local government 
(Pemda), garbage/hygiene Rp 200 per day and also contributions for electricity and water.  The vendors also 
participate in the monthly arisan gatherings, contributing Rp 100,000 plus Rp 5,000 for snacks for every 
attendence where the total amount is made into installment payments of Rp 3,500 per day.  There is also the 
weekly arisan gathering where the total contribution amount is also made into daily installments of Rp 
10,000.  Thus, a vendor’s total routine expenditures in connection with his/her business activities are around 
Rp 500,000 per month.  If the vendors encounter any health problems, they can claim their benefits 
appropriated to them as members of the local JPKM.  For membership in the programmed the vendors 
make contributions of Rp 25,000 per month.  The programmed is managed by the local PKK and usually the 
spouses take care of the vendors’ membership.  In this way if any of them should encounter any health 
problems then they can be provided with free health services from the PusKesMas or local hospitals. 

For urgent special needs the vendor can borrow money from the BKK (District Loans Institution) backed with 
collateral (land certificate, vending permit, vehicle registration papers etc.)  The BKK (Badan Kredit 
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kecamatan) is now known as the BPR = Bank Perkreditan Rakyat (the People’s Loan-granting Bank).  BKK 
also performs the role of a savings institution by providing a savings box on a fortnightly basis for each 
vendor.  If the BPRs for some reason cannot grant any credit to the vendors, then they usually turn to loan 
sharks who charge high interest for the loans.  The association (soon to become a cooperative) can also 
function as a savings & loan institution with borrowed capital from the Department of Industry and Trade.  
The association also performs social activities for the members such as provide compensation for deceased 
members and also for the sick.  The members are limited to receiving only 2 of such facilities.  Apparently 
health insurance activities are not enthusiastically accepted by the vendors, because of the hassles in filing 
claims and the difficulties in appropriating monthly premium contributions since the vendors have no fixed 
income. 

5. The “Maju Sehat” Jamu Gendong Vendor UKK Group, Purbalingga. 

This group has 70 members and produce jamu (traditional herb medicine) in one region under the guidance 
& counseling of the Puskesmas. As one of the UKK (Efforts to promote Health at Work) this group receives 
guidance & counseling from the PusKesMas for hygienic production methods and how to handle diseases or 
ailments usually suffered by jamu vendors such as back pain or shoulder pain.  The PusKesMas has 
provided this UKK group with an initial stimulant in the form of work protection equipment such as masker’s 
filters etc. This UKK group is then expected to develop the organization further.  Encountered with health 
problems, the members usually treat themselves with the jamu concoction.  If the problems still exist, they 
usually pay visits to the local hospitals.  In general the group members of producers and sellers of jamu in 
the region can avail the facilities of JPKM or Askeskin, thus obtaining free medical services.  Members with 
no access to the facilities usually have to pay themselves for the health services. If the members do not 
have sufficient funds for treatment, they usually borrow (form family, relatives or close friends) or use their 
savings (if available) or even sell off their land should the need ever arise. The UKK group also has a 
cooperative practices as a savings & loan institution for its members that have to pay an Rp 10,000 
contribution each.  The UKK group holds monthly meetings and the arisan concurrently with a contribution of 
Rp 5000 per member. 

6. The Farmers and Fishermen’s Dependable Contact (Kontak Tani Nelayan Andalan = KTNA), the District of 
Purbalingga. 

This organization has 32,000 members (for the Regency of Purbalingga) comprising farmers, farming 
laborers and other farming-related workers.  The organization is not a legal entity (but does have Statutes 
and Articles of Association) and receives guidance & counseling from the local Office of the Department of 
Agriculture among others, in the form of training in the latest technology and farming material. 
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When faced with health problems, in general the farmers tend to treat themselves or given treatment by the 
business owners.  If problems still persist, they usually go to the Puskesmas.  Most of the members (70%) 
have Askeskin and the rest are members of JPKM, so if needed, the members can obtain health services at 
local hospitals for free.  The farming community’s awareness of health services is quite good, due to the fact 
that hardly any one of the farmers nowadays rely on the services of witchdoctors (dukun) for health 
problems.  Financial aid, if needed, can be obtained in the form of loans from the local government (PemDa) 
through Bank BUKOPIN or BRI. The KTNA organization actually provides insurance facilities for its 
members with a contribution of Rp 5000 per member, but not all members have participated in this program.  
The Central KTNA has even signed an MOU with the Bumida Insurance Company to provide insurance for 
accidents and treatment costs.  It is hoped that all KTNA members become members, although voluntary in 
nature. 

7. The Process-Farming Group Association-Group of Women Farmers (Asosiasi Kelompok Tani Olahan – 
Kelompok Wanita Tani (KWT)) 

This 6-year old association of producers of herbal products has around 1,500 members located throughout 
all the districts in Jakarta.  The members earn quite a lot, from around Rp 500,000 to Rp 1,000,000 per 
month.  So in the event of a health problem, the members can fend for themselves.  Most of the members 
use their own produce of herbal juices as treatment for their ailments.  If a visit to the PusKesMas or Private 
Physician is required, in general the members can pay for their own expenses. When encountered with 
financial difficulties, they will seek help from relatives and close friends or dispose of their assets.  The 
members are also aware of and use banking facilities, but are still not aware of insurance and insurance 
products. 

The AKTO Organization also holds the arisan (Rp 15,000 contribution per month) concurrently with every 
meeting held and deducts 15 percent of every member’s sales for the organization.  To pay for social 
activities for the members such as free herbal treatment from the physician, the members are required to 
make contributions of Rp 10,000 per month. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS OF STUDY RESULTS 

 
4.1. THE INFORMAL SECTOR   
From the elaboration of the informal sector above it can be pointed out that the informal sector or frequently 
referred to as the informal economy has a multitude of definitions and understanding.  Based on the elaboration 
above, it can be observed that the differences in understanding are caused by many factors such as: 
1. Institution.     

Different institutions will also use different definitions for the informal sector.  As explained above, the ILO 
(International Labor Organization) and other international institutions are examples of institutions in the 
international level that use different definitions for the informal sector.  In Indonesia there are many 
concerned parties directly or non-directly related to the informal sector, and each institution has its own 
understanding of the informal sector.  Many technical departments and government institutions define the 
informal sector according to their respective tasks.  The Department of Labor and Transmigration refer to 
“Workers performing business activities outside working relations” while the Department of Industry and 
Trade refer to “Businesses not having an operating permit or not registered” 

2. Region/District/Location 

The location where the informal workers perform their business activities can differentiate the informal sector 
into many categories.  There are home-based workers who perform their activities at home and then hand 
over their work to the factories.  There are also informal workers whose location are not fixed (itinerant and 
sidewalk), seasonal informal workers such as construction laborers who are at the location of the building 
under construction and finally those persons who are highly mobile (Casual garbage scavenger) 

3. Economic Units or Activities 

From a business-type perspective, the informal sector is known as a disorderly type of business, seldom 
conforming to rules and regulations intended for the participants such as business registration, payment of 
taxes, working conditions and license to operate 

4. Characteristic of Working Relations 

In the informal sector there are some types of work that pay wages and some types of work that do not.  The 
types of workers in this sector are the self-employed, workers that are paid wages (such as employees of 
informal companies) and business owner (running his/her own business) 
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5. Characteristics of the Informal Sector 

The characteristics of the Informal Sector that have given that sector distinction in turn have also created 
numerous definitions.  As previously elaborated in the preceding chapter of summarizing the numerous 
results of the field studies, the informal sector has the following characteristics: 
a. The absence of industrial relations and not according to working contract 
b. No employer/business owner/boss 
c. No special skills or professional qualifications required 
d. No use of equity (capital is borrowed from other sources) 
e. Specific type of work (rough, non-factory type) 
f. Participants have no fixed income 
g. Small-scale businesses not legally registered 
h. Irregular working hours and not conforming to any rules or regulations 
i. Family-type of business 
j. Participants are usually categorized as poor people 
k. Individuals or groups of individuals not having any parent/umbrella organization and income received 

according to type of work 
l. Uncertain risks (for example droughts or bad harvests faced by farming laborers) 

 

In Indonesia, particularly, the diversity of characteristics of the informal sector, as elaborated above has been 
used by many institutions and state department to develop many different program related to the informal sector. 
It is understandable that the program has to be in line with the institution and department’s main task and 
function. Therefore different definitions of informal sector have emerged in comply with the programs developed 
by respective institution and department. Since those programs concerning the informal sector have the same 
population segment target then eventually the targeted population is showered by overlapping programs at the 
same time. It would be more effective and efficient if those informal-sector-related issues that concerned 
populations’ many life dimensions are handled and be coordinated by one supreme party, which could manage 
to reach and coordinate all related institutions and department. With this being implemented properly many 
department programs targeted to particular same population would be soundly directed and avoid overlapping in 
carrying them out.  

With characteristics of the informal sector as mentioned above, in general workers in this sector are frequently 
addressed as poor workers that cannot fend for themselves in times of trouble.  But in reality, not all informal 
workers are as helpless and dependent of other people as generally thought.  Some individuals categorized as 
informal workers can earn quite a lot and apart from taking care of their day-to-day expenses can participate in 
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the arisan held by the workers’ group/community, and pay quite a high amount of contribution.  The arisan has 
become some sort of sub-culture for the Indonesian people, including informal workers.  No matter how much 
money an informal worker earns, an arisan gathering is sure to have priority on the worker’s list.  A worker who 
gets his turn in receiving money from the arisan can use the proceeds for his activities, including treatment of 
illness.  The arisan is more or less a savings activity but cannot be compared to the interest-bearing savings at 
the bank and does not go through the banking system. Apparently informal workers like most poor Indonesian 
people in general, with their meager and variable earnings are not familiar with the concept of savings.  But the 
workers are impetuous to take part in the arisan concept of pooling money, due to the most obvious reason of 
being able to take turns with other members to be rewarded in monetary terms.   Interested parties should realize 
this fact and come up with a solution to educate the poor workers to set aside a fraction of their earnings for 
savings.  The efforts of the District Loan-granting Institution (BKK), the precursor of the People’s Loan-granting 
Bank (BPR) in Purbalingga of encouraging sidewalk vendors to set aside a fraction of their earnings for savings 
deserves honorable mention.  The BKK provides a savings deposit box for every vendor at the vendors’ location 
on a fortnightly basis. 

It seems that at the national (aggregate) level, the concept/definition of the informal sector as developed by the 
BPS based on the combination of work status and type of main occupation, has resulted in data for the informal 
sector that is worth mentioning.  But in the development of government programs to aid the poor people, an 
accurate definition and also accurate and detailed data of the poor people who are to be the target of the aid 
program are required.  In order to know for sure and to be more certain of reaching the people targeted for the 
program then naturally it would be more appropriate to use the local government’s data, in this case results of the 
(local government’s) identification of the poor people.  A relevant example would be the determination of the poor 
as executed by the local government of Purbalingga District (and also in DKI Jakarta). The data for informal 
workers (and poor people in general) were obtained from the local BPS official.  This data still needs to be 
verified by the village consultative team (consisting of relevant parties such as members of the RT/RW, PKK 
cadres, religious officials and teachers).  This verification is meant to ascertain that those chosen are the ones 
that really need government aid, as agreed upon by people who are really acquainted with the chosen.  Data 
from the Purbalingga District can even pin-point and give details of which group of poor people that is in need of 
aid in the form of full payment of the insurance premiums and which group can afford to pay the premiums 
contribution (although most probably only 50 percent).        

 

4.2. SOCIAL SECURITY AND HEALTH SECURITY   
The informal sector workers have different needs for social security and these needs depend on: 
1. Their demographic characteristics (women, children, men and old age) 
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2. The degree of hazards in certain kinds of activity (e.g.: garbage collectors, o-jack drivers) 
3. Place of activity (home-based, on the streets, in small allocated places) 
4. Social intercourse (tendency in communities and not companies) 
5. Capability to contribute a specified amount of money regularly to the insurance company’s fund manager 

To develop an appropriate mechanism that is hoped to cover the risks faced by the informal workers, it is 
imperative to understand the diversity and types of risks involved and how to prioritize those risks.  The 
strategies most probably used by the poor to cope with these risks should be studied.  In this way a benefits 
package and servicing system that addresses the issue and is regarded as the most appropriate to the needs of 
the informal workers can be developed. 

It would seem difficult to incorporate programs for the informal workers into the programs currently run by 
Jamsostek because of rules and regulations that currently apply and the structure of Jamsostek’s funding.  In 
existing rules the contribution and benefits have already been pre-determined allowing no degree of flexibility 
required by the informal workers.  For example, in order to claim the benefit of a working accident program, the 
mishap is required to have occurred at the place of work and disability allowance will only be provided if the 
accident conforms to the list of hazards as previously set by the employer and medical specialists.  This condition 
does not conform to the working conditions faced by most informal workers that are mostly located in the 
villages. 

Apparently it would be more effective to develop a novel model of funding and contribution for the informal sector 
workers for the social security program. And for initial development, (perhaps as an implementation of the latest 
SJSN Law) then this program has to start with a regulation or decree at the ministerial level as basis for 
implementation.  A selection of alternatives can then be made.  One alternative is group-based as practiced by 
the KTNA, the Dependable Farmers and Fishermen’s Contact in Purbalingga, where the group working in 
collaboration with a private insurance company (like Bumiputra) provides health security programs for informal 
workers who are members of that group (the group consists of both farming laborers and land-owning farmers).  
This scheme can have the characteristic of being independent or similar to the Jamsostek program. It appears 
that implementation of the collaborative endeavors of Jamsostek and the Department of Labor and 
Transmigration to provide a social security program for informal workers through the group-type of organization is 
an effort worth mentioning.  But based on research conducted by Angelini (2003) the use of groups (like village 
cooperatives, micro financing institutions and other independent organizations) as basis for the implementation of 
programs, is prone to many problems such as corruption and increased administration costs, thus raising reason 
for concern. 

Based on results of the field research it was found that members of organizations (mostly in the form of 
associations) apart from being able to enjoy the services provided to them by the organization such as loss of life 
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allowance and treatment allowance, can also take advantage of the organization’s other role as a savings & loan 
institution.  Members can secure loans with the association for any special purpose, including expenses for 
treatment/health care if one of the family members should become ill.  With such facilities available and regular 
participation in arisan gatherings, the informal workers have no compelling need to participate in an insurance 
program although misfortune strikes them frequently.  Another reason for the reluctance of the informal workers 
to participate in the program, according to a vendor at the Karang Ayu market in Semarang (who is already a 
member of the TKLHK/Outside of Working Relations-Laborer health security program – a product of the 
Department of Labor & Transmigration and Jamsostek) is because the location of the physician’s practice as 
referred to by the program is quite distant from where the worker lives.  And transportation costs are not included 
in the program. Other members also voice concern over the amounts of premium initially contributed but not paid 
back if no misfortune occurs. As required by the TKLHK program, the members are required to make 
contributions based on applicable minimum wages, and as it turns out, some of the market vendors can afford to 
pay for the contribution mentioned. According to one of the organizers of the Karang Ayu market in Semarang 
many of the market vendors there are reluctant to participate in the program because most of the vendors are in 
the over 40 and close to 50-age group while the social security program limits the age of its participants to a 
maximum of 55 years. 

With each region having its own specific definition for the informal sector and different from every other region’s, 
and also the specific data held by the local government representing the identification of poor people in that 
region, it should be possible to develop a health security program specifically devised for each different region. In 
many developing countries efforts to develop health security programs have taken into account specific variables 
that are applicable to each country. For example in India the institutions implementing the program are the 
government, a private insurance company and the civil society working in collaboration.  This collaborative 
program facilitates the special design for health security encompassing loss of life, disability and house repair (in 
the event of destruction).  In Tanzania health security is affected through a micro insurance activity for informal 
workers and is implemented on the basis of health cooperatives.  While in Paraguay the confederation of 
workers’ union provides health security for its underprivileged members by teaming up with the military medical 
corps, which has a vast established network. 

The other important thing that has to be considered in relation with the development of health security model for 
the informal sector workers in Indonesia is the overlapping of law and regulations in the area and its 
implementation. The reason behind the current situation was quite complicated linking too many existing 
institutions and department. Those institutions offer different programs targeted to the same population segment 
with no coordination between them. This situation has long been there that it is very difficult to carry out 
coordination when a national model concerning all the related aspects is to be developed.   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY SUGGESTIONS 
 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

From the discussion above concerning all the issues pertaining to the informal sector and health security, some 
conclusions may be drawn as follows:  

1. Many formal workers and their families are still prone to poverty, accidents, loss of life; illness/diseases or 
unemployment and not all of them are wholly encompassed by social security programs and including 
health security.  In general it can be said that informal sector workers cannot be accessed by social security 
yet.  

2. Many different and varied concepts/understanding/definition of the informal sector exist, depending on the 
many factors related with that sector. The variation of the characteristic of the informal sector has been 
used by different existing institutions and state departments to develop many different programs, which 
actually targeted to the same vulnerable population. With referring to each institution/department’s area 
task then they employ those different definitions of informal sector based on their different angle of 
perceptions.  

3. With the availability of data identifying poor people that have been verified by every region, the 
implementation of numerous social security programs having the target objective of groups of informal 
workers in different regions naturally will turn out variability in terms of the planning process, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation. 

4. Stipulations concerning social security and health security for informal sector workers (who mostly live in 
the villages and perform business activities in the agricultural sector) are very few, if not non-existent.  
However, informal workers in the villages can still earn a living by doing limited farming or be provided with 
support from the community.  Informal workers in the cities are not availed such facilities.  It can be 
concluded that there are differences in the risks faced, and consequently, there will also be differences in 
the need for social security for informal workers in the villages and in the cities. 

5. The designation of “informal worker” (with the many categories available) does not mean that the workers 
cannot afford to pay at all for the health services rendered to them. Some informal workers have turned out 
to become members of health security programs by paying the applicable premiums. As affected by the 
Purbalingga District local government, the population is divided into 3 strata: strata 1 are population who 
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are really poor; strata 2 are population who are past the poor level and strata 3 are population who are well-
to-do.  The group of very poor inhabitants will be provided a full subsidy from the government for the 
payment of premiums contribution, so they will spend no money at all to enjoy the full benefits of health 
services.  The ex-poor are those people who were poor once but still not fully independent, and therefore 
are eligible only for partial subsidies (more or less probably 50 percent) for their payment of premiums 
contribution in connection with their membership in a health security program.  While the level 3 group has 
to fully pay their membership premium contribution in the health security program. The institution most 
competent to evaluate and classify the population into level/strata groups as mentioned above is the local 
government with verification by government officials and public figures such as PKK cadres, teachers and 
religious leaders at the lowest level. 

6. The utilization of the group as a basis for the implementation of social security programs represents one of 
many methods to provide social security to informal workers. This utilization has been tried and tested by 
the Department of Labor and Transmigration in collaboration with Jamsostek that requires the existence of 
a group-type organization as an important element for the implementation of social security programs for 
laborers performing business activities outside working relations.  Likewise with other groups that have 
participated as members of a social security program in behalf of the groups’ members consisting of 
informal sector workers, such as the Association of Karang Ayu Market Vendors, Paguyuban PKL (sidewalk 
vendors) Purbalngga, and  the Purbalingga Farmers and Fisherman’s Dependable Contact (KTNA). 
Unfortunately based on research, these groups are prone to problems such as corruption and high 
administrative costs.  For some groups of informal workers such as an ojeg (motorcycle taxi) driver, by not 
having a fixed working place will present other problems as members of that group might at one time 
venture elsewhere and not return to the prior location of the group.  This will present a problem for the 
group leader to collect the payment of premiums.  It is not uncommon for organizers of groups to provide 
bridging payments of premium for the group members.  

7. The discussions on the law and regulations concerning the informal sector and its health security in 
Indonesia have shown an overlapping of existing regulations. Those overlapping regulations has been 
issued by different institutions and departments in comply with their respective tasks and functions. Onto 
the same vulnerable population segment that is the informal sector workers has been charged many law 
and regulation product coming from many different institutions and departments. This would in turn cause 
the overlapping in the implementation of the programs and eventually its results could not be as effective 
and efficient as expected.  
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5.2. POLICY SUGGESTIONS 

Considering the many characteristics, conditions and environment of the informal sector in Indonesia, in 
connection with the efforts to implement the SJSN Law, especially concerning health security, some suggestions 
can be put forward for the policy makers: 

1. Continuously strive to widen the coverage of social security and health security for unencompassed formal 
workers not covered in the existing Manpower Social Security Program (the Jamsostek).  

2. Specifically for informal workers, a program carefully designed may attract prospective members to 
voluntarily make contributions.  But due to the high diversity of the informal workers’ characteristics, it is 
more prudent to promote further efforts to study the differences in the workers’ level of income, capability to 
pay and administrative problems.  With the availability of data concerning the efforts to identify the poor 
people that was conducted by the local government and verified by the village council (comprising public 
figures of the local community), it is hoped that a social security program that conforms to the needs of the 
informal worker can then be developed.  

3. If the program of subsidized social security and health security for the poor people in general and the 
informal workers in particular can not be affected, then a micro health insurance scheme based on group 
contribution should be considered for the informal workers.  

4. To widen the coverage of social security in the cities and villages some efforts need to be carried out: 
a. Identify certain social security needs for certain groups of workers 
b. Determine their social risks 
c. Development of a program based on risk, needs and income 
d. Identify the mechanism to collect contribution and support from the group 
e. Accumulate and re-insure to guarantee continuity 
f. Seek the government’s and private sector’s role and support at all levels 

5. Results of the population-identification endeavor will be used to develop an appropriate social security 
program according to the existing population sub-group. From there a further process to identify which group 
the one most is worthy to receive aid in the form of full payment of the contributions, which group is worthy to 
receive aid in the form of partial payment of the contributions and which group can afford to pay for all the 
contribution themselves.  This phase should be conducted for each region and based on solid legal grounds. 

 

6. The development of required legal tools as grounds for the development of social security programs for 
informal workers, being implementation of the SJSN Law, should be paid attention to. This is based on the 
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experience that adequate legal grounds do not support some programs that exist. It seems that in the future 
there is a tendency that the implementation of the SJSN Law for the informal sector will be more focused in 
the regions; the latter being the location of parties that fully understand the local poor people’s need for 
social security.  Therefore a strong legal basis will be required to accompany and protect the implementation 
of de-centralization of the social security programs for informal workers in all the regions.  In the central 
government, legal constraints are required and also rules that will be translated into program implementation 
guidelines in all the regions. The concerned parties in the centre of government should hold effective and 
efficient sessions to discuss the implementation of the SJSN Law by bearing in mind the spirit of 
togetherness and remove all sector arrogance that more often than not, hinders the achievement of the unity 
of vision.    

7. The existence of those overlapping law and regulations concerning the informal sector and its health security 
should be a ‘wake-up-call’ for every related party in order to be able to sit together to discuss the problems in 
goodwill basis. Under the coordination of one party, whose task is to study all aspects in national dimension 
and suggest each institutions to leave behind the sector arrogance, then developing a comprehensive 
national social security system should not be a problem. The process should start from the awareness that 
the policy target of those departments is the same segment population that has many life dimensions. This 
vulnerable people’s problems should be the main priority and not the institutions’ or departments’. Further 
there should be agreement on the comprehensive meaning or definition of the informal sector group, 
avoiding separated perception from different institution’s perspective. Knowing its comprehensive 
understanding would then the needs of this particular vulnerable population could also be comprehensively 
identified and further many programs could be developed in order to fulfill the groups’ needs including the 
health security.   
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ANNEXES 
 

LIST OF INTERVIEWEES 
 

No Institution Level Position Contact Person Address 

1 Menkokesra National Kabag Urusan Jaminan 
Sosial 

Soekamto Jl. Medan Merdeka Barat 
No.3 
Jakarta Pusat 

 
2 

Depnakertrans – 
Ditjen PHI dan 
Jamsos  

National 
 

Kasubdit Jamsos Luar 
Hubungan Kerja 
 

Bp. Ir. Mustafa Kamal 
 

Direktorat Pengupahan 
dan Jaminan Sosial 
Jl.Jend.Gatot Subroto  
Jakarta Selatan 
Gedung A Lt.8              

3 Bapenas National Deputi Bidang 
Kemiskinan, 
Ketenagakerjaan & 
UKM 

Bp. Bambang 
Widyanto 
 

Taman Suropati No.2 
Jakarta Selatan 
Gedung Madiun Lt.6 

4 Dinas Pertanian & 
Kehutanan 

National Subdin Mutu & 
Pengolahan Hasil 
 

Ibu Wati Jl. Gunung Sahari Raya 
No. 10-11 
Jakarta Pusat 
Lantai 5 

5 Departemen Sosial National Direktur Jaminan Sosial Ibu Lisning 
 

Jl. Salemba Raya No.28 
Jakarta Pusat 

6 Dinas Sosial DKI 
Jakarta 

National Kepala Seksi Penelitian 
& Pengembangan 
 

Bp. Haryanto 
 

Jl. Gunung Sahari II No.6 
Jakarta Pusat 
Lantai 5 

7 Badan Pusat 
Statistik 

National Kasubdis Statistik 
Ketenagakerjaan 
 

Bp. Ir. Aden Gultom 
 

Jl. Dr. Sutomo No. 6-8 
Jakarta Pusat 
Gedung 5 Lantai VIII 

8 Depnakertrans – 
Biro Hukum 

National Kabag Perundang-
Undangan 
 

Ibu Sumondang Jl. Gatot Subroto Kav 51 
Jakarta Selatan 
Lantai 5 

9 Dinas Kesehatan 
DKI Jakarta 

National Kepala Seksi 
Pembiayaan Kesehatan 
 

Dr. Yudita Endah  
 

Jl. Kesehatan No. 10 
Jakarta Pusat 
Blok B Lantai II 

10 Setwapres National Kabagnaker 
 

Bp. Imam Cahyo 
 

Jl. Kebon Sirih No. 14 
Jakarta Pusat 

11 Dinas Pertanian & 
Kehutanan - 
Kelompoki Tani 
Wanita 

National Subdin Mutu & 
Pengolahan Hasil 
 

Ibu Wati 
 

Jl. Gunung Sahari Raya 
No. 10-11 
Jakarta Pusat 
Lantai 5 

12 PT. Askes National Kabid Pelayanan 
Jamkes 
 

Bp Wahyu 
 

Jl. Letjen Suprapto 
Cempaka Putih 
Jakarta Pusat 
Lantai IV 

14 PT. Jamsostek National Penasehat Direksi Bp Bambang 
Purwoko 

Divisi Operasional 
Jl. Gatot Subroto Kav.79 
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No Institution Level Position Contact Person Address 

Jakarta Selatan 
Lantai 8 

15 PT. Jamsostek National Kaur Program Khusus 
 

Bp Tulus Widodo 
 

Divisi Operasional 
Jl. Gatot Subroto Kav.79 
Jakarta Selatan 
Lantai 8 

17 Dinas 
Perdagangan & 
Perindustrian DKI 
Jakarta 

National Subbag Kepegawaian 
 

Ibu Endang 
 

Jl. Perintis Kemerdekaan 
/ BGR 1 No.3 
Kelapa Gading, Jakarta 
Utara 
Lantai 2 Tata Usaha 

18 Dinas Kesehatan 
 

Central Java 
Province 

Staf Seksi K3I 
 

Arfian Nevi, SKM 
DEA 

Jl. Piere Tendean No.24 
SemaranG 

19 Disnakertrans  
 

Central Java 
Province 

Staf Seksi 
Pengembangan dan 

Sri Harsono, SH, 
MHum 

Jl. Pahlawan No. 16 
Semarang 

20 Dinas 
Kesejahteraan 
Sosial  

Central Java 
Province 

Kasubdin Asistensi 
Sosial 
 

Dra. Sumirah, MPd 
 

Jl. Pahlawan No. 12 
Semarang 
 

21 Disperindag 
 

Central Java 
Province 

Kasubag Program 
 

Drs. Didi Sapto 
Wibowo, MM 

Jl. Pahlawan No. 4 
Semarang 

22 Jamsostek 
 

District 
Semarang  

Kabid Program Khusus 
 

Rudi Yunarto,SE 
 

Jl. Pemuda 130 
Semarang 

23 Disnakertrans  
 

District 
Semarang 

-  Kasubdin Hub 
   Industrial 
-  Kasi Jamsostek 
-  Kasi  Kesejahteraan 

Pekerja 
-  Kasi Organisasi   

Pekerja 

- Ekwan Priyanto, SH 
- Y. Wakirdi 
- Drs. Saryono, MM 
 
- Mursiti, SH 
 

Jl. Ki Mangunsarkoro No. 
21 Semarang 
 

24 Disperindag 
 

District 
Semarang 

Kasi Data dan Informasi 
 

Pramono, SE 
 

Jl. Pemuda 175 
Semarang 

25 Disnakertrans 
 

District Klaten Pengawas 
Ketenagakerjaan 
Pengawas 
Ketenaakerjaan 

S. Tuti Nastiti, SH 
Supriyono 
 

Jl. Pemuda  294 (Gdng 
Pemda II) Klaten 
 

26 Disperindag 
 

District Klaten Kasubdin Perindag 
 

Ir. Suparhari Mursito 
 

Jl. Mayor Kusmanto 25 
Klaten 

27 Dinas Kesehatan 
dan 
Kesejahteraan 
Sosial 

District Klaten - Kasi PromKes Peran 
Serta Masyarakat 

- Kasi Makanan dan 
Minuman 

Ismadi, SKM 
 
Bambang Sugiyarto, 
Apt 

Jl. Pemuda 313 Klaten 
 

28 PT. Jamsostek District Klaten Ka Cab. Klaten Mursunu Jl. Pemuda  12 Klaten 
29 Dinas Kesehatan 

dan 
Kesejahteraan 
Sosial 

District 
Purbalingga 

Kabid Kesehatan 
Masyarakat 
 

Drg. Hanung 
Wikantono, MPPM 
 

Jl. Jend. Sudirman 175 
Purbalingga 
 

30 Disnakertrans District Kasi Perencanaan  Wuri Handayani, SE Jl. S. Parman 17 
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No Institution Level Position Contact Person Address 

 Purbalingga   Purbalingga 
31 Dispertanhut  

 
District 
Purbalingga 

Kabid Penyuluhan 
Pertanian dan  
Perlindungan Tanaman 

Ir. Suyud Effendi 
 

Jl. S. Parman No. 95 
Purbalingga 
 

32 Disperindag 
 

District 
Purbalingga 

- Kabid Koperasi 
- Kabid Perindustrian 
- Kabag TU 
- Ka Subag TU  
- Kasi Informasi   

Dan  Pengembangan 
Ekspor 

Drs. Mugiharto 
Mukodam, SPt 
 
Dra. Lily Sri H  
Ani Fitriani, SH 
Dra. Marta Dwi 
Hudiyati 

Jl. Mayjen Sungkono No. 
24 Purbalingga 
 

33 Bapel JPKM 
 

District 
Purbalingga 

Ketua Bapel 
 

Dr. Sutanto 
 

Jl. Isdiman Purbalingga 
 

34 PKL Mayong 
 

District 
Purbalingga 

- Ketua  Paguyuban 
Qia-Qia Mayong  
Indah 

- Ketua Simpan 
  Pinjam PKL 

Sugiyarto 
Ahmadi  
 

Jl. Wirasaba Purbalingga 
 

35 Kelompok Tani 
Nelayan Andalan 

District 
Purbalingga 

Ketua KTNA Kab. 
Purbalingga 

Sodirun, BSc 
 

Ds. Serayu Larangan 
Kec. Mrebet 
 

36 UKK  Pemecah 
batu 

District 
Semarang 

  Ds. Pegandan 
Sampangan Semarang 

37 UKK Jamu 
Gendong 

District 
Purbalingga 

  Ds. Karangbanjar Kec. 
Bojongsari 
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